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Welcome

Welcome to the Winboard™ User Guide. The purpose of this support is to familiarize you

with WECO's Winboard meter testing software, its work flow, and feature set.

This information is not intended as an exhaustive discussion of every Winboard feature,

editor, screen and option. However, this guide as well as our online help system is updated

on a regular basis. If you find you need more information or clarification of some function,

you are urged to explore the online help system or contact Watthour Engineering at

601.933.0900.

Welcome
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Winboard Installation

Winboard Installation

Winboard 3 Full Install Link:

Contact WECO (601-933-0900) for a link to the Full Install of Winboard 3.

To Install:

1. Download the Winboard3FullInstall.exe file by using your internet browser to visit the

WECO provided address.

2. After download is complete, run the Winboard3FullInstall.exe file. Use all of the

default setup options.

Note:

The 4XXX Hardware and test station(s) setup procedures must be per-

formed before Winboard 3 can operate a test station.

• "4XXX Hardware Set Up" on page 10

• " Adding Test Stations " on page 11
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Updating Winboard

Winboard 3 defaults to automatically check for updates when the application is

launched. To turn this option off:

Start Winboard 3 by double-clicking the Winboard 3 icon on the Windows

desktop.

Click on the " Editing The System Options" on

page 33 button on the menu button panel to the far left of

the screen.

Under the General heading uncheck the box

to the left of Automatically check for

updates on launch. To update now, the user

will need to manually check for updates.

Updating Winboard
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Updating Winboard

To manually check for updates:

Start Winboard 3 by double-clicking the Winboard 3 icon on the Windows

desktop.

Click on the Help button on the menu button panel to the

far left of the screen.

Click on the About link.

Click on the Check For Update toolbar button.
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4XXX Hardware Set Up

To set up power to the Model 4XXX:

First, plug the power cable into the

input power, then plug the opposite

end into the wall outlet.

Next, plug the Ethernet cable into

one of the testboard interface sock-

ets, then insert the opposite end

into the supplied USB to Ethernet

Adapter, now plug this into the USB

connection on your CPU. Power on

and now see " Adding Test Sta-

tions " on the facing page.

4XXX Hardware Set Up
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Adding Test Stations

Adding Test Stations

To Add Test Station(s):

1. Start Winboard 3 by double-clicking the Winboard 3 icon on the Windows

desktop.

2. Click on the Find Test Stations toolbar button located at the top of the

screen.

3. Click the test station(s) that you want to control from Winboard.

4. Click the Save button.

5. Click the Back button.

Note:

The 4XXX Hardware and test station(s) setup procedures must be per-

formed before Winboard 3 can operate a test station.

• "4XXX Hardware Set Up" on the previous page
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Running Winboard

To Run:

1. Click on the testboard icon located in the “Test Stations” window.

2. Communications with the testboard will be established.

3. Click the “Meter Testing” link.

4. Insert a meter into the testboard’s meter socket.

5. On the testboard, align the optical arm or connect the optical coupler to the meter.

6. To set the form number in Winboard click on the field next to “Form No”.

7. Set the optics in Winboard by clicking on the “Optics” heading to select the desired

optics.

8. Click the “Jog F4” button on the toolbar.

9. When you see the “Pulses” incrementing, Click the “Start F3” button on the toolbar.

This starts a meter KWH test. To enter Meter faceplate information, click on the View

F9 button on the toolbar (it toggles back and forth between the faceplate data view and

the testing view). After the test is complete and you've entered faceplate information,

click on the Save F10 button on the toolbar.

Running Winboard
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Running Winboard

Note:

Use the WATT-Net™ Data Viewer to view/edit any saved tests. The WATT-

Net Data Viewer is installed using a separate installer on the WATT-Net

software disk that is included in with your testboard shipment. See the

WATT-Net Help Quick Start Guide for more information.

• WATT-Net Help Quick Start Guide
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Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings

Winboard 3 has multiple preset meter codes and form defaults to help get you started. This

section will explain how to change these settings to better suit your needs.

Getting Started:

To Open the Lookup Code and Form Defaults Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Set Up section select Edit Lookup Code and Form Default Settings.

The screen will open populated with all the

available information.

To search for the desired form, you can scroll

the screen up or down using the keyboard

arrows, the page up and page down keys, or

the mouse.

Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings
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Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Lookup Code and Form Defaults Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add: To add a new lookup code click the + Add toolbar button. Enter the code in the Lookup

Code field.

Deleting a lookup code: To delete a meter code, select the desired code, and then click

the X Delete toolbar button.

Retrieve: To return to the full list of lookupcodes select the Retrieve toolbar button.

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: The Import and Export Data tool-

bar buttons allow you to import and export lookup code data.
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To Edit The Lookup Code

Enter the Lookup Code in the Lookup Code field either by typing the desired code or clicking

the arrow in the field and selecting from the drop-down list of all the available codes. Press

the enter key. The list is filtered to the Lookup Code inputted.

The following example shows the Lookup Code “KZ”. To return to the full list delete the

Lookup Code and press the enter key or click the Delete button and then the Retrieve button

on the toolbar.

To select the Meter Form use the drop-down

Form menu. The example to the right illustrates

the Form 3S Meters. To return to the full list

choose <Do not filter> as the meter form. 

To change the Base use the drop-down Base

menu. The menu list contains all of the different

base types. It can be combined as part of the

Meter Form search or used separately.

Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings
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Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings

Additional Editing Options

There are a number of fields where data can be entered and updated, once the desired

information is retrieved.

Lookup Code: This is a code that allows set up of a meter test from the Meter Testing

Screen. The Lookup Code is also found in many bar-coded meters, after scanning it will also

set up the Meter Testing Screen. Each Lookup Code has to be unique. Duplicate Lookup

Codes are not permitted.

Description: This field allows you to enter text to describe the Lookup Code information.

Default Form Setup: This column allows selection of one check-box to define the most

common setup for the Meter Form. There can only be one Default Form Setup for a given

Meter Form. Once a box has been checked, it will be defined as the default form.

Meter Form: This is the ANSI or IEC form designation. The system comes with all the ANSI

forms predefined.

Base: This is the type of meter base.
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KH: This is the Kh of the disk or the Ke of the meter pulse. This is the value of each disk

revolution or each pulse of the meter. If you are testing with KYZ it will be the value of the

KYZ pulse and not the Ke of the meter pulse.

Volts: This is the desired test voltage applied to the meter. The test voltage can be changed

while on the Meter Testing Screen.

Amps: This is the desired current applied to the meter. The test current can be changed

while on the Meter Testing Screen.

Register Ratio: This is the ratio of the mechanical register. This is an information only

field.

Phase: This is the number of phase(s) the meter form is designed to meter. This is an

information only field.

Wire: This field shows the number of wires designed to work with the meter form. This is an

information only field.

Sequence: Use this drop-down list in the Edit Meter Code and

Form Default Settings to select the default test sequence set-

ting, used for testing individual meters.

Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings
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Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings

Optics: The location of the pickup used to test the meter. The most commonly used are:

Disk Reflect to count the black mark on the edge of the

disk as it rotates.

Disk One Hole to count disk rotations when a disk has a

single creep hole.

Disk Two Holes to count disk rotations when a disk has

two creep holes.

Optic Coupler is used when a meter has a test pulse

that comes through the optic communications port.

Middle IR can be used when a meter has a test pulse

that comes through the optic communications port or if

the meter test pulse is located in another location on the

front of the meter.

Upper IR will be used when the meter test pulse is loc-

ated at the top of the meter.

If the selection is Default the Optics associated with the

Meter Code and Form Defaults Editor will be used as the

optics pickup.
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(T)ime Or (P)ulses Or (R)evs: This drop-down list allows

you to test meters using Time, Pulses, or Revolutions. Time –

a given number of seconds. Pulses - infrared fluctuation out-

put of an electronic meter. Revolutions - the rotations of the meter disk. Values are “T” for

time, “P” for pulses, and “R” for revolutions.

Service: From this drop-down menu select the type of service to be applied to the meter.

The service types are defined in the system. The example above illustrates the ability to

select a 3 phase Wye ABC service for testing.

Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

Editing The Meter Test Sequence

Getting Started:

To Open the Meter Test Sequence Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Set Up section select Edit Meter Test Sequences.

The screen will open to the last selected Test Sequence.
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Meter Test Sequence Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add: To add a new test sequence simply click the + Add toolbar button. Enter the name in

the User Input field. Click Okay to save or Cancel to abort the operation.

Deleting a meter test sequence: To delete a sequence, select the desired test sequence,

and the click the X Delete toolbar button. Click Yes to delete or No to cancel.

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: These toolbar buttons allow you to

import and export individual meter test sequences.

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

To Edit The Test Sequence

First select the Test Sequence you want to edit from the list provided.

The Step# is the order of testing.

To save the current test sequence as a new sequence, click the Save As

button in the Step Editor Panel located on the top right side of the screen.

To revise the order of the testing use the Step Editor Panel to add, delete,

or insert steps.

To append a new test to the end of the current one, click Add Step. The

new step will be added to the bottom of the list.

To insert a test, select a step to be copied, and click Insert Step. This step will be inserted

below the selected step. The example below shows Step# 2 after Insert Step was clicked.

Step# 3 is a duplicate of Step#2.
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To remove a Step#, select the test step that needs deleting, and click the Delete Step but-

ton. In the example below, Step# 2, from the example above, has been deleted.

Additional Editing Options

There are number of fields in the Edit Meter Test Sequences where various data can be

entered and updated.

Element: Use this drop-down menu to select the element that needs current applied.

S tests apply current in a Series to all elements of the meter.

A tests apply current to the A (left) element of the meter.

B tests apply current to the B (center) element of the meter.

C tests apply current to the C (right) element of the meter.

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

Test: This drop-down menu provides the list of procedures available for testing the meter.

FL is an ANSI predefined value which stands for Full Load. This applies 100% of the

test voltage, 100% of test current and sets the phase angle to 0⁰. Test voltage, test cur-

rent and phase angle values cannot be modified.

LL is an ANSI predefined value which stands for Light Load. This applies 100% of the

test voltage, 10% of test current and sets the phase angle to 0⁰. Test voltage, test cur-

rent and phase angle values cannot be modified.

PF is an ANSI predefined value which stands for Power Factor. This applies 100% of

the test voltage, 100% of test current and sets the phase angle to 60⁰. Test voltage,

test current and phase angle values cannot be modified.

CR stands for Creep. This applies 100% of the test voltage, no test current and set the

phase angle to 0⁰. This allows the operator to change the meter configuration or pause

the test. If the system is testing using time the creep test will time out after the test

duration is met and continue to the next test step. Test voltage, test current and phase

angle values cannot be modified.

JOG applies 100% of the test voltage, 100% of test current and sets the phase angle

to 0⁰, but does not run a test. JOG is just for powering the meter. After the test revolu-

tions or test time is complete, the system will continue to the next test step. Test

voltage, test current and phase angle values cannot be modified.

DMD is for demand testing. You will be prompted for demand testing values when this

step is reached during the test.

Relay is for is for running disconnect relay tests. See "How To Run A Disconnect

Relay Test " on page 53

Cust is for running customized tests other than those specified by ANSI.
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Test Voltage % is the percentage of the meter's Nameplate

Voltage to be applied during the test step. Refer to examples

below.

Meter Nameplate

Voltage

Test

Voltage %

Applied Voltage To

Meter

120 100 120

120 50 60

120 200 240

120 500 600

Test Current % is the percentage of the meter's Nameplate Amps to be applied during the

test step. Refer to examples below.

Meter Nameplate Amps Test Current % Applied Voltage To Meter

30 100 30

30 10 3

30 200 60

30 500 150

Phase Angle is the phase angle in degrees between the A phase voltage and the current

applied to the meter. The angle is always calculated in a lagging format. To calculate leading

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

power factor test subtract the desired phase angle from 360. Refer to examples on the fol-

lowing chart.

Phase Angle Desired Phase Angle Description

60 -60 60 degrees lagging

30 -30 30 degrees lagging

180 -180 180 degrees lagging or leading

300 +60 60 degrees leading

330 +30 30 degrees leading

Test Pulses is the number of pulses or disk revolutions to

count to complete the defined test. The optics defines the

source of the test pulses.

Test Duration defines the minimum length of time a test is

to run. The system uses the meter information to calculate

the number of test pulses to count. The system cannot run partial revolutions therefore the

test will last longer than the test duration value. A simple example is a Form 2S meter, with

7.2Kh. It takes 3.6 seconds for 1 disk pulse. If you require 4 seconds of testing, the system

will calculate 2 test pulses because 3.6 is less than 4, therefore it will take 2 pulses to run

the needed 4 seconds.
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Service provides a list to select the type of service to be

applied to the meter. If you are testing a 3W Delta like the

Forms 5 and 45, make sure to select the 3P 3W Delta ABC ser-

vice. If the selection is Default, the service associated with the

Meter Code and Form Defaults Editor will be used as the service

type. The service can be changed while on the Meter Testing

Screen.

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

Energy Mode defines the metered power that requires testing.

There are several Var modes and you must match the Var mode

in the meter to achieve the correct test results. Some meters

allow you choose the Var measurement method when you setup

the programming.
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Optics: is the location of the pickup used to test the meter. The most commonly used are:

Disk Reflect to count the black mark on the edge of the

disk as it rotates.

Disk One Hole to count disk rotations when a disk has a

single creep hole.

Disk Two Holes to count disk rotations when a disk has

two creep holes.

Optic Coupler is used when a meter has a test pulse

that comes through the optic communications port.

Middle IR can be used when a meter has a test pulse

that comes through the optic communications port or if

the meter test pulse is located in another location on the

front of the meter.

Upper IR will be used when the meter test pulse is loc-

ated at the top of the meter.

If the selection is Default the Optics associated with the

Meter Code and Form Defaults Editor will be used as the

optics pickup.

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The Meter Test Sequence

Selecting the Reverse Power check box adds 180 degrees to the current shifting the meter

to the reverse quadrant from the Phase Angle setting.

Frequency is the voltage and current frequency in hertz that is applied to the meter.

Upper Limit and Lower Limit sets the accuracy limits. If the meter accuracy falls outside

the limits it will be marked in red. This is a visual flag to the operator and does not prevent

the results from being saved.

Desired Accuracy is the percentage accuracy used for comparison. The normal testing

value will be 100%, however if the meter has compensation, set that value to display the

accuracy tested to include the compensation. For example if the meter has 2% com-

pensation added then the desired accuracy would be 102.000%. If the meter runs at 102%

when tested the system will display the meter to be 100% accurate.

Harmonic Configuration and Harmonic Revision set the voltage and current sine wave

format. The Default (Sine) wave should be used unless the operator is running a special test.
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Commands are used to execute a program during a test. Under the Command heading

click the drop-down menu to select the <Browse> option to the right of the Step needing the

Command. The following window appears.

Now select the desired program. The program will be executed after the meter is powered

and just before the test step begins. Examples of an executable program might be one that

sets the meter to test mode or one which gives the user instructions using batch files.

Editing The Meter Test Sequence
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Editing The System Options

Editing The System Options

The System Options allow the operator to set control preferences like automatically check-

ing for software updates, system debugging, and changing the color theme.

Getting Started:

To Open System Options Editor

From the Home screen, click the System Options button on

the Menu Panel.
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In System Options

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will

save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting

Print Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an image of the screen by

selecting Print Screen to Image. Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

General System Options

Under the General heading is the checkbox—Automatically check for updates on

launch, which enables Winboard 3 to search for software updates when the application is

opened. If this box is checked, the workstation requires an internet connection for updating.

In the Company Name field set the name of the operating company by highlighting the box

and typing the desired name.

The Theme drop-down list provides different color scheme choices for the program screens.

To change the Theme make your selection from the drop-down list and then click the Save

button on the toolbar.

Editing The System Options
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Editing The System Options

Default:

WECO Dark:

Slate Gray:

In the Customer Name field contract testers set the name of the various com-

panies/owners of the meters by highlighting the box and typing the desired name.

To select the preferred language needed for the operator, use the drop-down menu under

Language. Once a selection has been made, click the Save button on the toolbar. Now the

system requires a restart to implement the change.

Debugging System Options

Under the Debugging heading is the checkbox—Enable Debugging, when selected this

option helps find problems by tracking the various functioning processes. The tracking is

then recorded as standard text files. Enable Debugging should not be checked unless you

are requested to do so by WECO. If this option is left enabled, a very large text file will be

created and your system's performance will suffer.

Function Logging is located in Debugging under Enable Debugging. This option tracks func-

tion calls. The data tracking can be used to help WECO find a problem in the hardware the

system controls. This should only be checked when requested to do so by WECO.

The Enable Emulator checkbox provides the operator the option to run a simulated meter

test without having any hardware attached. Use the Emulator to test data storage, business

rules and data export functions.
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Compatibility System Options

Under the Compatibility Options heading select the Use Winboard with WATT-Net

Basic checkbox if you useWATT-Net Basic. This will save the data in a format compatible

with WATT-Net Basic. However, if you useWATT-Net Plus this option should be turned off

to allow selection of extra functions found in the WATT-Net Plus systems.

Connection Settings System Options

Under the Connection Settings heading the database connection information is displayed

and can be modified by selecting the Edit Connection button. However, these settings

should not require modification and should only be changed when directed to do by WECO.

Changing these settings may result in losing a connection to the database, or connecting to

an incorrect database, consequently data will be lost.

Should WECO request you to select the Edit Connection button, the following screen will

appear:

Editing The System Options
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Editing The System Options

The Data Source field lists the software connected to the database. The source is database

vendor specific. The Change button allows the ability to change the Data Source if neces-

sary.

The Server name: field shows the name of the server where the database resides. If the
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Server name requires updating, after entering the new information or selecting it from the

drop-down list, click the Refresh button.

Under the Log on to the server heading are options for authentication. This is used for val-

idating the Username and Password. The system Database Administrator will assign these

values.

Connect to a database allows several options to access a specific database if necessary.

When selected, the Test Connection button — located at the bottom of the Connection Prop-

erties box, verifies if the settings are correct.

To save the settings click the OK button.

Editing The System Options
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Meter Testing

Meter Testing

Meter testing is an essential part of any metering department. It is necessary to test meters

and maintain the test history to ensure each customer is treated equally. Maintaining proper

test records for customer complaints and satisfying the governing body is a daily function of

meter departments. This section will cover how to properly test a meter and save the test

history.

Getting Started:

To Open Meter Testing

From the Home screen, click on the serial number of the unit that will be used to test the

meters. Please Note:The Emulator will be used as the test unit in this section. Now, from the

Testing Section select Meter Testing.

The following screen will appear.
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In Meter Testing

Back: This returns the user to the previous screen.

Cancel F2: This cancels the current test sequence and removes both voltage and current

from the meter.

To cancel a test sequence, click the Cancel F2 toolbar button or press F2.

Start F3: This starts a meter test using the meter sequence.

To start a meter test sequence, click the Start F3 toolbar button or press F3.

Jog F4: This applies power to the meter using the selected test step in the meter test

sequence. With the meter powered, the operator is able to align the optics or verify the pro-

gramming of the meter.

To jog or apply voltage and current to the meter without running a test, click the Jog F4 tool-

bar button or press F4.

Meter Testing
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Meter Testing

Creep F5: This applies voltage using the selected step in the meter test. With the meter

powered the operator is able to verify the programming of the meter.

To creep or apply voltage only to the meter, click the Creep F5 toolbar button or press F5.

Mode F6: This controls how the test functions progress. Click the Mode F6 toolbar drop-

down list to view the available modes. Pressing F6 will step through the three Mode choices:

Continue runs the entire meter test sequence and stops after the last test

step is complete.

Pause runs the selected meter test step and then pauses. This allows the

operator to rerun the same test step or continue to the next step.

Loop runs the entire meter test sequence and then returns to the first test step to repeat the

test sequence again.

Skip F7: This skips the test step that is currently running.

Click the Skip F7 toolbar button or press F7. The system will abort the current test step,

move on to the next step in the test sequence, and continue testing the sequence.

View F9: Click the View F9 toolbar button or pressing F9 makes the data entry screen vis-

ible or hides the data entry screen if it is visible. There are four choices for the data entry

screen:

Display the Accuracy Results Panel Only hides the data

entry screen and fills the screen with the Accuracy Results.

Display the DataView Panel Only hides the Accuracy Res-

ults Panel and fills the screen using the date entry screen.
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Display the DataView Vertically shows the data entry

screen on the right side and shares the screen with the Accur-

acy Results Panel. Placing the mouse pointer on the vertical

bar allows the user to expand or shrink the data entry portion

of the screen as needed. The settings are remembered the

next time the data entry is opened.

Display the DataView Horizontally Shows the data entry

screen at the bottom and shares the screen with the Accuracy

Results Panel. Placing the mouse pointer on the horizontal bar

allow the user to expand or shrink the data entry portion of

the screen as needed. The settings are remembered the next

time the data entry is opened.

Save F10: This saves the meter test accuracies and the associated data.

A meter test must be completed and the proper data entered (see " Editing The Meter

Dataview Layout" on page 69) before the data will save. To save, click the Save F10

toolbar button or press F10.

To Print A Screenshot, Save An Image, Or Print A Test Card

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif, .bmp,

.tiff. Print a Test Card from the drop-down list, select the

desired Test Card. The Test Card will be sent to the default sys-

tem printer. For more information see " Editing Test Cards"

Meter Testing
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Meter Testing

on page 157.

Options: Various meter testing options can be modified. To open, click the Options toolbar

button. The following screen will appear.

Under the Results heading is the Test by pulses or time:, this drop-down allows the user

to test the meter using Time – a given number of seconds, or to test by counting Pulses /

Revolutions. Time defines the minimum length of the duration a test is to run. The system

uses the meter information to calculate the number of test pulses to count based on the

Time. The system cannot run partial revolutions therefore the test will last longer than the

time value. A simple example is a Form 2S meter, with 7.2Kh takes 3.6 seconds for 1 disk

pulse. If you ask for 4 seconds of testing, the system will calculate 2 test pulses because 3.6
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is less than 4. It will take 2 pulses to run the desired 4 seconds of testing. Therefore, the

meter is 100% accurate and this test will run for 7.2 seconds.

The Accuracy decimal places: field allows the user to select the number of digits dis-

played to the right of the decimal point. The minimum value is 0 with maximum value being

3 digits.

Accuracy readings are typically displayed in percent registration. However, by checking the

box left of Display accuracy readings in percent error., the accuracy readings will dis-

play in percent error.

To view Display Weighted Average and Balance Control. check this option. Weighted

average and balance information will be displayed at the bottom of the screen. (See " Edit-

ing The Weighted Average And Balance Settings" on page 63 for more information.)

Under the Testing heading is the checkbox Audio on during Jog, by checking this box, the

user will hear an audible signal each time a test pulse occurs during Jog.

The Audio on during testing checkbox, if selected, makes an audible signal each time a

test pulse occurs during the meter test check.

The Settle Time: [Number] milliseconds field is the amount of time in milliseconds

between test steps. This allows the meter under test and the testing hardware time to auto

range to the proper settings. Setting this value too low can cause inconsistent test results. A

minimum of 2 seconds (2000 milliseconds) is suggested.

Under the Miscellaneous heading is the Automatically add new EQP if EQP number

doesn’t exist checkbox. When test data is saved, the equipment is then confirmed to be in

the database. If this option is checked, the equipment will be automatically added to the

database if the equipment is not already in the database. If this option is unchecked the user

will be prompted to add the equipment to the database.
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If a hard copy of the test results is needed for each meter test check the box to the left of

Print test card on save. This option will automatically print a test card. If this box is not

checked, the operator can print test cards by using the print toolbar button on the meter test-

ing screen. From the drop-down menu the user selects the test card. Set the number of cop-

ies needed from the field located to the right of Number of copies:. See " Editing Test

Cards" on page 157 for more information.

To save the settings click the OK button.

Should the user need to return to the Meter Testing screen at any time, click the Back tool-

bar button.

Nameplate Information

The meter's nameplate contains the information to setup the meter test. The test settings

should match the information located on the nameplate. There are several options on getting

these settings entered.

Meter Code Lookup

Selecting the meter code from the drop-downMeter Code list will populate all the items

needed for testing. Choose the meter code that matches the meter under the Test field. This

is the most complete meter setup lookup. For information setting up meter codes see " Edit-

ing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings" on page 14.
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Meter Form Lookup

If the meter code is unknown use the Form No. drop-down to setup the test. The form num-

ber will use the default meter form information to setup the test. For information on setting

up meter form defaults see" Editing The Lookup Code And Form Default Settings" on

page 14.

To view all meter form information for the

selected meter form click on the ? button.

The Form Defaults window will open with

the list of available setup information. See

the following example. To choose a setup,

double-click on the desired setup. The

information will load into the test screen.
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Test Sequence

To change the test sequence select from the Test Sequence drop-down. For more inform-

ation on test sequence settings see " Editing The Meter Test Sequence" on page 21.

Manual Changes to the Setup

If additional changes are needed the user can manually change the following items by enter-

ing values.

Kh: enter the corrected value.

Volts: minimum value is 30 volts maximum value is 600 volts.

Amps: minimum value is 0.001 and maximum value is determined by the model of the hard-

ware.

Mass Changer

The items that are highlighted below can be modified by clicking on the heading of the

column. For example by clicking on the word Optics, the user can change all the values of

the column. The user can also change a single setting by simply clicking on a single row.
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Clearing Accuracies

Should the user need to clear the As Found or As Left accuracies click on the respective

column heading.

To clear the As Found and As Left Accuracies,

click on the column heading As Found then select

Yes to the prompt. This will clear the As Found and

As Left accuracies.
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To clear the As Left Accuracies only, click on the

column heading As Left then select Yes to the

prompt. This will only clear the As Left accuracies.

Command

To execute a program during a test, using the scroll

bar, located on the bottom of the screen, scroll to

the far right. Under the Command heading click

the None button to the right of the Step needing the

Command. The following window appears.

Now select the desired program. The pro-

gram will be executed after the meter is

powered and just before the test step

begins. Examples of an executable pro-

gram might be one that sets the meter to

test mode or one which gives the user

instructions using batch files.
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Voltage, Current, and Phase Angle Information

The applied voltage current and phase angle information is located at the bottom of the

screen.

Va Vb Vc

Va is the A phase or left element voltage that is applied to the meter.

Vb is the B phase or center element voltage that is applied to the meter.

Vc is the C phase or right element voltage that is applied to the meter.

Ia Ib Ic

Ia is the A phase or left element current that is applied to the meter.

Ib is the B phase or center element current that is applied to the meter.

Ic is the C phase or right element current that is applied to the meter.

IPa IPb IPc

IPa is the phase angle between Va and A phase or left element current.

IPb is the phase angle between Va and B phase or center element current.

IPc is the phase angle between Va and C phase or right element current.

Vpab VPac

VPab is the phase angle between Va and B phase or center element voltage.

VPac is the phase angle between Va and C phase or right element voltage.
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Phase Angle is the phase angle in degrees between the A phase voltage and the voltage or

current applied to the meter. The angle is always calculated in a lagging format. To calculate

leading power factor test subtract the desired phase angle from 360.

Phase Angle Desired Phase Angle Description

60 -60 60 degrees lagging

30 -30 30 degrees lagging

180 -180 180 degrees lagging or leading

300 +60 60 degrees leading

330 +30 30 degrees leading

Freq is the voltage and current frequency in hertz that is applied to the meter.

Energy is the type and amount of power being applied to the meter.

Pulses shows the number of pulses are left to complete during the meter test. During jog

the pulses increment to aid in optics alignment.
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How To Test The Meter

1. Set the Nameplate Information.

2. With the meter in the socket click Jog F4 to test the optics choice. Once the

optics are aligned it is time to start the test.

3. Now with the meter in Jog, click Start F3 to start the meter test. The pulse

count is located at the bottom of the screen. When the count reaches zero the

test step is complete. If the As Found accuracies have values, the As Left

accuracies will update. If there are no As Found accuracies, both As Found and

As Left accuracies will update. If the Mode F6 is set to Continue the system

will advance to the next test step in the sequence. When the last test step is

complete the testboard will remove the voltage and current. To abort the cur-

rent test click Cancel F2 to remove the voltage and current.

4. Next, click the View F9 button and

enter the required data. Once the

data entry is complete save the test

history.

5. Now, click the Save F10 button to save the data to the database and clear the

test results.
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How To Run A Disconnect Relay Test

Getting Started:

Adding a Disconnect Relay Test to the a Meter Test Sequence

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Set Up section select Edit Meter Test Sequences.

Select the required Test Sequence on the following screen from the drop-down menu.
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Next, click Add Step. Now select Relay as the test type from the Test menu drop-down.

Adjust any of the other information as needed. Click the Save F10 button on the toolbar.

Now a Relay Test may be run.

To Run A Disconnect Relay Test

From the Home screen, click on the serial number of the unit that will be used to test the

meters. Please Note: A WECO Model 4330 will be used as the test unit in this section, not the

Emulator.

Now, from the Testing Section select Meter Testing.

In Meter Testing, select the test sequence that includes a relay test step. Start the test by

clicking on the Start F3 toolbar button or press the F3 key. When the Relay test step is run,

Voltage only (Creep) is applied to the meter as defined by the test row value.
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Next, the user is prompted to CLOSE the relay using the meter manufacturer’s application.

Since most likely the relay will be closed, the user should only have to click OK. When OK is

selected, current is applied to the meter per the test row.

The application then measures the current and verifies that the desired current is being

applied. If not then an error bit is set for the phase(s) not conducting current. If any error

bits are detected the test is over. See the "End of Test:" on page 57 section.

Assuming there are no errors, the user is now prompted to OPEN the relay using the meter

manufacturer’s application. This is done with current applied so that it is opening under load.

After clicking OK to indicate the meter is Open, Winboard will verify the relay did actually
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open. If any relays are found to not be open, Winboard sets error bits indicating which phase

(s) did not open; after which the meter activates Creep Mode.

The user is then prompted to CLOSE the relay. Once the user has indicated that the relay has

closed, Winboard will verify that the relay is closed by reapplying current. If any relays are

found to not be closed, Winboard sets error bits to indicate the failures.
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End of Test:

If there are error bits set, the accuracy result will be greater than 100% Registration. A

100% is PASSED. If there are errors, Winboard displays a message box indicating which

step and phase failed.

To Derive The Failure Modes From The Accuracy:

In this example, we will open the Windows calculator. The standard location for this cal-

culator is the Accessories folder in the Start Menu. Under the View drop-down menu select

the Programmer calculator. Click the Bin (Binary) radio button.
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Using the example above the Binary Value = 1000. Bits are represented right to left.

1. (Accuracy – 100.0) x 10 = Failure Mode

The shown Accuracy = 100.80

(100.80 - 100.0) x 10 = 8

2. Use the calculator to convert the Failure Mode value to a binary value

The Failure Mode = 8

Select the Dec radio button on the left side of the calculator to use the

Decimal values. Type in the number 8. Now,select the Bin radio button

to convert the numeral 8 to the Binary value - which is 1000.

3. In the binary value, any bit set to a 1 indicates a failure:

Bit 1: Phase A relay did not close

Bit 2: Phase B relay did not close

Bit 3: Phase C relay did not close

Bit 4: Phase A relay did not open

Bit 5: Phase B relay did not open

Bit 6: Phase C relay did not open
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Bit 7: Phase A relay did not re-close

Bit 8: Phase B relay did not re-close

Bit 9: Phase C relay did not re-close

Therefore, in this example 1000, Bit 4 is set to a 1 which indicates that Phase A did not

open.

How To Run A Power Line Carrier Communications Test

The WECO 4XXX series testboards have a built-in power line carrier socket that is directly

connected to the meter socket. This socket allows a meter with an integrated Power Line Car-

rier Module to have the meter accuracy tested and the Power Line Carrier Communications

tested at the same test station.

Getting Started:

Installing the Software

1. The required WECO software for testing Power Line Carrier Communications is

version 3.4 or above of Winboard 3 or either WATT-Net Express or WATT-Net

Plus - all versions of WATT-Net Express/Plus are compatible. For more inform-

ation see " Winboard Installation " on page 7

2. The Power Line Carrier Manufacturer software must also be installed on the

same computer which controls the 4XXX series testboard. Refer to the instruc-

tions provided by the Power Line Carrier Manufacturer for software installation.
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Connecting the Hardware

Plug the external Power Line Carrier Module into the Special Outlet for Power Line Carrier

Interface Module located on the lower right back panel of the 4XXX series testboard.

Adding the Voltage to the Power Line Carrier Socket

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Set Up section select Build Meter Forms.

Next, select the required voltage from the drop-down menu on the Power Line Carrier sec-

tion.
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Click the Save F10 button. Now a Power Line Carrier Communications Test may be

run.

To Run A Power Line Carrier Communications Test

1. The Insert the meter in the meter socket on the front panel of the Model 4XXX

series testboard.

2. Start Winboard 3.

3. From the Test Station screen select the desired 4XXX series testboard.

4. Next, from the Testboard screen, under the Tasks Testing section select Meter

Testing.

5. Energize the meter by clicking Jog F4 or Creep F5.

6. Now use the Power Line Carrier Manufacturer software to communicate with

the meter.
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Note:

A Relay Test (disconnect relay) can be performed using the Power Line Car-

rier Communications to Open/Close the disconnect relay.

• "How To Run A Disconnect Relay Test " on page 53
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Editing The Weighted Average And Balance Settings

Editing The Weighted Average And Balance Settings

TheWeighted Average is similar to an arithmetic average (the simple type of average),

where instead of each of the test points contributing equally to the final average, some test

points contribute more than others. If all the weights are equal, then the weighted average

is the same as the arithmetic average. The weighted average is used in statistics and can be

viewed when running reports from WATT-Net Basic or WATT-Net Plus.

Balance is used to monitor the accuracy difference between separate elements. Each ele-

ment should contribute within a specific amount to the series test result. For example, if a

two element meter has one element that is 1% fast and the other is 1% slow the meter

series would be 100%. However, one element is metering faster than the other and the bal-

ance check would flag this condition.

Getting Started:

To Open the Weighted Average and Balance Settings Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Data section select Edit Weighted Average and Balance Settings.
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The following screen will open:

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Weighted Average and Balance Settings Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.
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Defining The Weighted Average And Balance Settings Editor

Single-phase - A single-stator meter.

Polyphase - A multiple-stator meter.

FL: (Full Load) - The number of times a FL accuracy is applied for the given meter type to

calculate the weighted average.

LL: (Light Load) - The number of times a LL accuracy is applied for the given meter type to

calculate the weighted average.

PF: (Power Factor) - The number of times a PF accuracy is applied for the given meter

type to calculate the weighted average.

AF Limits: (As Found Limits) - The first test results from set boundaries.

AL Limits: (As Left Limits) - The last test results from set boundaries.

The Upper and Lower fields allow the test accuracy perimeters to be set. If the weighted

accuracy falls outside the limits it will be indicated in red. This visual flag is to alert the oper-

ator and does not prevent the test results from being saved.

Balance - The distance separate elements in a test can be apart in accuracy and still pass a

test.
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Weighted Average Settings for Single-Phase

To Calculate the Weighted Average: the number of times the accuracy is applied is mul-

tiplied individually and then the sums are added together. The resulting total is then divided

by the total number of weights.

Formulas:

(FL Accuracy x FL Weight) + (LL Accuracy x LL Weight) + (PF Accuracy x PF Weight) =

Accuracy Total

FL Weight + LL Weight + PF Weight = Weight Total

Accuracy Total ÷ Weight Total = Weighted Average

Now, we will use the previous example and formulas to calculate a weighted

average.
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The Weighted Average Values in the example are:

FL Weight: 3

LL Weight: 2

PF Weight: 1

We will use the following sample accuracies:

FL Accuracy: 100.12%

LL Accuracy: 99.95%

PF Accuracy: 100.26%

To calculate:

(FL Accuracy x FL Weight) + (LL Accuracy x LL Weight) +

(PF Accuracy x PF Weight) = Accuracy Total

(100.12 x 3) + (99.95 x 2) + (100.26 x 1) = 600.52

FL Weight + LL Weight + PF Weight =Weight Total

3 + 2 + 1 = 6

Accuracy Total ÷ Weight Total = Weighted Average

600.52 ÷ 6 = 100.09

Weighted Average Settings for Polyphase

To Calculate the Weighted Average: Just as in single-phase meters the number of times

the accuracy is applied is multiplied individually and then the sums are added together. The

resulting total is then divided by the total number of weights. See Weighted Average Set-

tings for Single-Phase above for an example.
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Balance is an additional limit setting that monitors the accuracy between separate element

test accuracies. The values are entered in percentages. The following is an example of bal-

ance check.

The value for this As Found Full Load is 1%

AFL (A element) – 100.05%

BFL (B element) – 99.99%

CFL (C element) – 99.94%

This means:

The A and B elements are within the 1%, therefore the balance check passes.

The B and C elements are within the 1%, therefore the balance check passes.

The A and C elements are outside the 1%, therefore the balance check fails.
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Editing The Meter Dataview Layout

An important aspect of meter testing is accumulating data. The data requirements vary sig-

nificantly from one company to the next. There are several tools in Winboard 3 to aid in col-

lecting specific data for the user. In the Meter Dataview Layout Editor, the user can not

only choose the necessary data to be in the layout, but also has the ability to design how the

information is presented. The user can determine what data to track/save, and in what order

to enter that data into the layout. If there is a need for the data entry field to be pre-pop-

ulated with certain data and limited to a particular format to expedite the process, the Meter

Dataview Layout makes these options possible.

Getting Started:

To Open the Custom Meter Dataview Layout Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel.  From the Admin screen,

under the Data Section select Edit Meter Dataview Layout.

The following screen will open:
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Dataview Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add: To add a new layout simply click the + Add toolbar button. This window will open:

Enter the name of the meter dataview layout. Then click Save or press the Enter key on your

keyboard. Click Cancel to abort the operation.

Deleting a layout: To delete a meter dataview layout, select the correct layout from the

drop-down list. Next, click the X Delete toolbar button. When prompted, click OK to delete

or Cancel to abort the operation.
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Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: These toolbar buttons allow you to

import and export individual meter dataview layouts. See " Editing The Import And

Export Settings" on page 117 for more details.

The View F9 toolbar button allows the operator to toggle between the different editor

styles, the Grid Style Layout or the Design Style Layout.
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Viewing The Grid Style And Design Style Layouts

The Dataview can be edited using the Grid Style Layout. This lists each item in a grid and the

user enters the information about each field. See the Grid Style Layout image below.

The Dataview can also be edited using the

Design Style Layout. This is layout allows the

users to move and resize fields using the mouse.

To get fields aligned you can switch back to the

Grid Style Layout.

The Dataview maximum coordinates are X =

1700 and Y = 1000. The screen below gives an

idea of where different coordinates fall on the

Dataview. The line at X = 850 cuts the screen in

half vertically and the line at Y = 500 cuts the

screen in half horizontally. X

Dataview

Coordinates
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The following can only be edited in the Grid Style Dataview Layout. These will be grayed out

and unavailable for revision in the Design Style Dataview Layout.

To Select The Layout In The Dataview Editor

Use the drop-down menu (to the right of Layout:) to select the desired Layout.

To Save The Current Meter Dataview Layout As A New Layout

Click the Save As button. This window will open:

Enter a new layout name. Then click Save or Cancel to abort the operation.

To set the Default Layout, select the desired layout from the drop-down menu, then check

the box to the left of Set as Active Layout.

Use the Filter By Control Type drop-down menu to view a specific Control Type.
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To Add Or Delete A Control Item To A Layout In The Dataview Editor

To add a new Control Type Item to the selected layout, click the Add but-

ton located on the right side of the screen.

To delete a new Control Type Item to the selected layout, click the Delete

button located on the right side of the screen.

Defining The Dataview Items

Position is a number that is controlled by the system. The user can not edit this item.

The Control Type drop-down list provides the user with a number of choices to add to the

Dataview. These items are:

Label is simple text. Commonly used to describe a Data Column.

Data Column is data that is to be stored into the database. This data can be typed in

by the user, automatically filled in by the system or filled in by a validation table when

you want fixed values.
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Image is an image or picture that can be displayed. Supported formats are BMP, JPG,

JPEG, JPE, GIF and PNG type images.

Line will create a line on the layout. The control width and height will determine the

(X2, Y2) coordinates for a line. The X and Y determine the position coordinates.

Test Date/Time Field is the date and time the information was saved to the data-

base. The date and time is created by the system and is not editable by the user.

Testboard Serial # is the serial number of the testboard. This field is filled by the

system and is not editable by the user.

Station # if the system has multiple stations controlled by a single computer, this

would be the station number of the testboard. This field is filled by the system and is

not editable by the user.

X-Coordinate using the upper left corner of the item this is the horizontal (left to right) pos-

ition of the item on the Dataview Coordinates.

Y-Coordinate using the upper left corner of the item this is the vertical (top to bottom) pos-

ition of the item on the Dataview Coordinates.

Display Height is the height of the item. If the data is not showing the font could be too

large to be displayed in the given height. To correct increase the height or choose a smaller

font.

Display Width is the width of the item. If the data is not showing the font could be too

large to be displayed in the given width. To correct increase the width or choose a smaller

font.

Label to Use is text describing the data item. The (Control Type) Data Column requires a

Label to Use value because it is used to select the field in other editors. A good description

should be applied to aid in selecting the column in the other editors.
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WECO Field Name is the name of the database column that will be updated. The following

charts describe the WECO Field Name in detail.

This WECO Field Name is ALWAYS in the list. (ALL Software – Winboard, WATT-Net

Basic, WATT-Net Plus, etc.)

Column Name Data Type Description

EQP_NO any character up to (20) Required, meter identifier, company no, serial no

ALT_EQP_NO any character up to (20) Alternate meter identifier, company no, serial no, also
the previous EQP_NO if changed

AMI_ID1 any character up to (30) AMI identifier

AMI_ID2 any character up to (30) AMI identifier

AMI_ID3 any character up to (30) AMI identifier

AUX_CODE any character up to (20) Meter lookup code or secondary meter code

BASE any character up to (1) Meter base

BOOT_FW any character up to (20) Meter operating firmware

CATALOG_NO any character up to (30) Catalog number of the meter can be internal or man-
ufacturers catalog number

COMM_FW any character up to (20) Communications firmware

CREATE_BY any character up to (32) Who created the record, typically the LAN ID auto-
matically captured by the system

CREATE_DATE date & time When the record was created, typically controlled by
the system

DEMAND_MULT number (10, 2) Multiplier for the demand reading

DMD_FULL_SCALE number (floating decimal) Full scale of the demand

DMD_VAL_DIV number (floating decimal) For mechanical meters that don't have a direct reading
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Column Name Data Type Description

ENERGY_MULT number (10, 2) Multiplier for the energy readings, on transformer
rated meters typically CT x PT ratio x AUX_MULT

EXT_FW any character up to (20) Extended Firmware information

FORM any character up to (10) Meter form number

INTERVAL any character up to (5) Demand interval length

KH number (floating decimal) Meter Kh

KW_DIALS number (no decimals) Number of dials for demand readings

KWH_DIALS number (no decimals) Number of dials for energy readings

LOOKUP_CODE any character up to (10) Lookup code for test settings

METER_CODE any character up to (20) Code that describes the meter

METER_FW any character up to (20) Meter Firmware

METER_USER01
(This will be the
same Data Type &
Description for
METER_USER01
thru METER_
USER50

any character up to (50) Generic user field

MFR any character up to (3) Meter manufacturer

MOD_BY any character up to (32) Whomodified the record, typically the LAN ID auto-
matically captured by the system

MOD_DATE date & time When the record was modified, typically controlled by
the system

MODEL_NO any character up to (30) Model or manufacturers type of meter example KV2,
S4, A3

PHASE any character up to (1) Number of phases the meter measures

PO_REF any character up to (20) Purchase order number
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Column Name Data Type Description

PRIMARY_KH number (12, 2) Kh x CT x PT x AUX_MULT

PURCHASE_DATE date & time When the meter was purchased

REGISTER_RATIO any character up to (20) Mechanical meter ratio of the register

RETIRE_BY any character up to (32) Who retired the meter

RETIRE_CODE any character up to (3) Why the meter was retired

RETIRE_DATE date & time When it was retired

RETIRE_LOCATION any character up to (20) Where the retire happened

SCALAR number (11, 3) Scalar of the readings (example if CT ratio = 80, then
scalar of 80 will remove the 80 multiplier)

SERIAL_NO any character up to (20) Manufacturers serial number

TEST_AMPS number (floating decimal) Test amps of the meter

TEST_VOLTS number (floating decimal) Test voltage of the meter

WARRANTY_PERIOD number (no decimals) Length of the warranty (in months)

WIRE any character up to (1) Number of wires 2, 3, or 4
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This WECO Field Name is in the list when WATT-Net Basic is selected in the Sys-

tem Options. (Check the Use Winboard with WATT-Net Basic box under Compatibility

Options.)

Column Name Data Type Description

AF KVAR DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Found reading KVAR demand

AF KVAR RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Found reading KVAR demand

AF KVARH DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Found reading KVAR hours

AF KVARH RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Found reading KVAR hours

AF KW DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Found reading KW demand

AF KW RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Found reading KW demand

AF KWH DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Found reading KWH

AF KWH RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Found reading KWH

AL KVAR DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Left reading KVAR demand

AL KVAR RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Left reading KVAR demand

AL KVARH DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Left reading KVAR hours

AL KVARH RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Left reading KVAR hours

AL KW DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Left reading KW demand

AL KW RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Left reading KW demand

AL KWH DELIVERED any character up to (10) As Left reading KWH

AL KWH RECEIVED any character up to (10) As Left reading KWH
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Column Name Data Type Description

COMMENTS any character up to (250) Comments or remarks

TROUBLE1 TROUBLE2
TROUBLE3 TROUBLE4

TROUBLE5
any character up to (3) Trouble code

This WECO Field Name is in the list when WATT-Net Plus is selected in the Sys-

tem Options. (Under Compatibility Options, make sure the Use Winboard with WATT-Net

Basic box is left unchecked, this ensures Winboard will be used with WATT-Net Plus.)

Column Name Data Type Description

BILLING_FLAG any character up to (1) This is a billing meter

BOX_NO any character up to (15) Box number where the meter is located

CIRCUIT number (no decimals) Ties the meter to a circuit at a site information, typ-
ically controlled by the system

CURR_BATCH any character up to (10) Ties several meters for testing, typically for doing
acceptance testing of a batch of meters

EQP_STATUS any character up to (20) Status of the meter (examples In-Service; Retired;
Removed Typically the CIS status)

LOCATION any character up to (20) Location of the meter (example Test Board, shelf
number, cleaning room, district name)

NEXT_TEST_DUE any character up to (4) Year the meter should be tested again

PALLET_NO any character up to (15) Pallet number where the meter is located

READ_SET any character up to (8) Identifier for the set of readings which the meter is
capable

SELECTION_PROGRAM any character up to (20) Identifier for the random sample or periodic testing
program the meter is tested (This can also be none)
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Column Name Data Type Description

SHELF any character up to (10) Shelf (or other specific physical location) where the
meter is located

SHOP_CYCLE number (no decimals) How many times the meter has come through the
shop

SHOP_STATUS any character up to (20) Status of the meter while in the meter shop
(example: Cleaning; Returned to vendor)

SITE number (no decimals) Ties the meter to site information, typically con-
trolled by the system

STATUS_DATE date & time When the status of the meter changed, typically con-
trolled by the system

STRATA_NAME any character up to (8) For grouping or dividing meter codes within a ran-
dom sample or periodic testing program

TEST_PERIOD any character up to (2) Increments (in years) the NEXT_TEST_DUE date
after completion of a periodic test

TEST_PROGRAM any character up to (20) Controls the "track" or specific path the equipment
takes through the meter shop

WECO_CODE any character up to (20) A WECO software generated Meter Code

Min Length is the minimum length of the data when you select the Control Type Data

Column. If you want to allow a blank value then set the value to zero. However, if data is

always required then set the Min Length to a value greater than zero. An example might be

the As Left Reading should always have 5 numbers, to ensure this the user would set the Min

Length to 5.
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Max Length is the maximum length of the data when you select the Control Type Data

Column. This ensures the amount of data entered will not exceed the maximum length of

characters. An example of this might be the As Left Reading cannot be more than 5 numbers,

to ensure no more than 5 numbers are entered the user would set the Max Length to 5.

The Picture File allows the selection of a picture or image when the user selects Image as

the Control Type. When the Picture File is clicked the following window opens.

To locate an image click the Browse button.

Next, select the desired image file (.bmp, .jpg,

.jpeg, .jpe, .gif, .png) and click the Open button.

Click the Load button to put the image on the dataview. The Pic-

ture File button will change from a blank button to read Byte[]

Array. Click Save, now the image is stored in the database, so if it

is erased or the system is loaded on another workstation the

image is available to all workstations. To clear an image that is on

the data view click the Clear Image then click the Load button.
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Font Properties allows the user to choose the

font and font properties to be used with the

Dataview item. Click on the Font Properties but-

ton to open the properties. Fonts loaded on the

workstation are displayed.

Validation Filter is a list of fixed data values that can be associated with an item when the

Control Type is Data Column. The list is maintained using the Validation Codes Editor. Val-

idation codes are used to ensure an item has the correct value and reports will return valid

results. See " Validation Codes Editor" on page 95 for more details.

The Filter Column further modifies the Validation Filter data list based on data in other

fields. An example might meter types. Below is a short list of meter types with the Filter Val-

ues of 1 and 3. If the Filter Column is set to Phase when the Phase value is a 1, only the first

4 instances would be in the list, or if the

Phase value is 3 then only the last 3 times

would be in the list. This helps to safeguard

against a single phase meter type being

selected as a poly-phase meter type.

Data Format is a mask that is applied to the data to display it in a certain format. If the

Control Type Test Date/Time Field is selected, a mask can be applied to show only the cur-

rent date. Here are a few examples of mask date and time mask:
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mm/dd/yy hh:mm;

mm/dd/yyyy;

mm-dd-yyyy hh:mm:ss

Initial Value sets an item to a given value when there is a new meter. An example might

be the As Left Reading being always set to zero. An initial value of 00000 would always start

with zeros in the As Left Reading.
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Retain previously tested EQP's data? by checking this box the user keeps the data that

was just inputted for the previously tested meter. For example, the user will not have to

keep selecting the Tester ID every time. Another example could be if the operator is testing

multiple GE meters, GE will not need to be selected in the manufacturer’s drop-down menu

each time because this data is saved.

Clear data from retrieval? clears out the retrieved data when the user types in the EQP #

while in the testing window. When a user is testing meters, and enters in the EQP # for a

meter the Dataview automatically retrieves all of the previously entered data for that EQP

from the last time it was tested. This saves time because the data in some fields won’t ever

change. Examples might include manufacturer, form, base, kh. However, some data will

change often. Example of this could be tester ID, comments, test reason. This will clear out

that data and force the user to enter new data or leave it blank.

Read Only? by checking this box the item is for informational purposes only and cannot be

edited.

Is Required? by checking this box, a blank item is not allowed. The item must have data

before the record can be saved.
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Dataview Columns Below is a chart showing which fields are valid for the different

Dataview Items.

Control Type

Label Data Column Image Test Date
Testboard Serial

#
Station #

X - Coordinate X X X X X X

Y - Coordinate X X X X X X

Display Height X X X X X X

Display Width X X X X X X

Label to Use X X

WECO Field
Name X

Min Length X

Max Length X

Picture File X

Font
Properties X X X X X

Validation Filter X

Filter Column X

Data Format X

Initial Value X

Retain Pre-
viously Tested
EQP's Data

X

Clear Data
From Retrieval X

Read Only X

Is Required X
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Building An Example Layout In The Meter Dataview Layout Editor

We will build the following layout example step by step. After each item is added the grid

style and design style layout will be shown.

Dataview In The Design Style Layout The Example Layout Shown In Meter Testing

1. Add a layout to the dataview by clicking the +Add toolbar button located at the top of the

screen. We will name this layout Example. Next, add a control item to the dataview by

clicking the Add button located on the right side of the screen. Every record requires an

EQP_NO. This will be the first item added. The EQP_NO is used in reports, so the Label to

Use is set to Company Number. Please note the Is Required? box is checked. This forces

the user to input a value before the record can be saved.
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2. A label to describe the EQP_NO field is added.

3. Serial number and AMI number are added.
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4. Manufacturer information is next. This data needs to be valid so we will use the validation

code to guarantee there is a validation selection.
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5. Test Code/Test Reason is added. This data needs to be validated so we will select Test

Code from the validation filter drop-down. This guarantees there is a valid selection. For

more information on adding validation codes to the filter see the " Validation Codes

Editor" on page 95. We will use one of the METER_USERXX columns to store the data.
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6. Now we will add several items. Note all the Labels have a Font Property to right justify

the text. Also, FORM, BASE, KH, TEST_VOLTS and TEST_AMPS are set to Read Only. That

is chosen because the system fills in those values for the user when a test starts.
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7. Now included in the dataview layout are the Test Date, Test Time, Tester ID, Station

Serial #, Station #, AF Reading, Al Reading, Trouble Code, and a Comments field.
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8. The data entry screen is complete. However, it is plain so we will draw two vertical and

two horizontal lines to the layout.
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The following image shows the Custom Dataview Layout in Meter Testing Screen.
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Validation Codes Editor

Validation Codes Editor

Why Use Validation Codes?

Validation Codes aid in keeping data searchable and retuning correct values when reports

are viewed. Using codes presents the operator a list of fixed data values that can associated

with an item. An example of permitting the user input data might be: i70 • i-70-s • I70 • I-

70-S • I70-S • GE-I70S. These are all valid ways to describe the meter type for the GE I70S.

If there is a need to run a report to find this meter type it would require several reports to

find the meters due to the numerous naming conventions. However, if you use a validation

code with I70S, a search for I70S would return all of the meters associated with the code.

Getting Started:

To Open The Validation Codes Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Data section select Edit Validation Codes.
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The Validation Editor will open with a validation code listing.

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Validation Code Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add:Toadd anewvalidationcode label clickthe +Addtoolbar button. Thiswindowwill open:

As prompted, in the Create Validation

Name field enter the name for the val-

idation label. Then click Save or press

the Enter key on your keyboard. To

abort the operation click Cancel.

To Delete A Validation Code Label

Validation Codes Editor
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To delete a validation code, select the

correct Validation Code Name from the

drop-down list.

Next, click the X Delete toolbar button. This window will open:

When prompted, click Yes to delete or No to cancel

the operation.

To Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.
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Import and Export: The Import and Export Data toolbar buttons allow you to import and

export individual Validation Codes. See " Editing The Import And Export Settings" on

page 117 for more details.

Adding And Deleting A Code

To add a new validation code to the selected label, click the Add button loc-

ated on the right side of the screen.

To delete a new validation code to the selected label, click the Delete but-

ton located on the right side of the screen.

Sorting The Code List

To sort the list click on the heading

of the column. The example below

will sort the list using the Filter

Value from smallest to largest

value. Clicking Filter Value again

will sort the list largest to smallest.

To keep changes click the Save button on the toolbar.

Code is the data that will be saved to the database. See Control Type Validation Filter

for more information.
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Description is the data the operator will see when using a validation list. See Control

Type Validation Filter for more information.

Filter Value allows the Dataview Filter Column list to be modified based on data in other

fields. See Control Type Validation Filter for an example.

Modified By and Date Modified fields are system controlled and cannot be updated by

the user.
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Editing Manufacturer Codes

The Manufacturer Code Editor allows the operator to set up a list of distinctions to help label

the meters as a means for identification. Once this information is added to Winboard 3, the

user will have access to these codes when testing and running reports.

Getting Started:

To Open the Manufacturer Codes Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Actions Data section select Edit Manufacturer Codes.

The following screen will appear.
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Editing Manufacturer Codes

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Manufacturer Codes Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add: To add a new manufacturer code click the + Add toolbar button. Enter the code in the

manufacturer code field.

Deleting a manufacturer code: To delete a manufacturer code, select the desired code,

and then click the X Delete toolbar button.

Retrieve: To return to the full list of saved manufacturer codes select the Retrieve toolbar

button.
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Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: The Import and Export Data tool-

bar buttons allow you to import and export manufacturer code data.

Defining The Manufacturer Codes Editor Fields

MFR Code: The code in this field is required. It is stored in the database with the records.

AEP Code: Use this optional field to list the codes when barcode labels are scanned. Most

barcode labels have a single digit that represents the manufacturer. On many of the meter

labels it is the third character on the label.
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Description: List the name of the manufacturer in this field.

Short Desc: Enter additional information to aid in looking up the MFR Code when the

numeric code is difficult to determine. This field may be left blank if found unnecessary.

Modified By and Date Modified: These fields are system controlled and cannot be

updated by the user.
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Barcode Set Up Options

The use of barcodes saves time and greatly reduces the errors associated with data entry. A

barcode scan takes less than a second and will be error free. Manually inputting the same

data can take ten to fifteen seconds and may have errors. Barcodes are economical and

easy to apply if the device does not have a label. The use of barcodes is highly recom-

mended.

Getting Started:

To Open The Barcode Actions List

Click the Admin button on the Menu Panel.

From the Admin screen, under the Set Up Section select Barcode Options.
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The Barcode Actions screen allows you to Edit Lookup Code Settings, Barcode Options, and

Barcode Definitions for Metering.

Edit Lookup Code Settings allows editing of the meter

code setup. See " Editing The Lookup Code And Form

Default Settings" on page 14 for more details.

Edit Barcode Options is where the barcode scanner and

barcode printer are selected.

Edit Barcode Definitions for Metering allows various barcode labels and barcode

actions to be defined.

To Edit The Barcode Options

Select Edit Barcode Options from the Barcode Actions

Screen.

The following screen appears.
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Under the Barcode Scanning field, choose the desired Barcode Scanner Type from the

drop-down list.

Select Serial if the scanner uses RS232 or a serial connection. Next, the proper COM Port

must be selected from the COM Port drop-down list.

When Keyboard Wedge (USB) is selected, keystrokes are emulated and no COM Port is

needed.
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The Barcode Printing section provides options for selecting the Barcode Printer, the Printer

Type, Com Port, and the Printer Name.

From the Barcode Printer drop-down list select the necessary printer:

Zebra (Technologies) is a well-known barcode printing equipment company.

Bartender is a software product that sends print commands to the various brands of

printers. Winboard tells Bartender what to print and then the Bartender software con-

trols the printing. The printer setup information is found in the Bartender software.

Standard Printer is a regular office printer that has drivers installed on the com-

puter.

Under the Printer Type drop-down list either Serial or Native will be selected.

Serial is selected if the printer uses RS232 or a serial connection. Please note when a Serial

printer is used, the proper COM Port must be selected from the COM Port drop-down list.
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Native is all other connections except

Serial. When Native is used, pick the desired

printer in the Printer Name drop-down list.

All available printers, local and networked,

will appear in this drop-down.

To Edit Barcode Definitions For Metering

Select Edit Barcode Definitions for Metering from the

Barcode Actions Screen.

The following screen appears.
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Barcode Definitions Editor

Back: To return to the previous screen click the Back button.
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To add a new Barcode Label Name click

the + Add toolbar button. This window

shown at the right will open.

As prompted, in the User Input field

enter the name for the barcode label.

Then click OK or press the Enter key on

your keyboard.

To delete a barcode label, select the cor-

rect Barcode Label Name from the drop-

down list.

Next, click the X Delete toolbar button.

When prompted, click Yes to delete or No

to cancel the operation.

To Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image
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Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: The Import and Export Data tool-

bar buttons allow you to import and export individual Barcode Labels. See " Editing The

Import And Export Settings" on page 117 for more details.

To Set Up A Barcode Label

Choose the Barcode Label Name from the drop-down list.
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When the Prompt for Scan checkbox is

checked, control of the order of the label

scanning is allowed. This may also be used

to prompt the user for the data if there is

no scanner attached.

Prompt Order is the ordering of the data

input whether it is scanned or manually

input.

Prompt Text tells the user what data needs to be input.

If the previous example is being used when the testing screen is opened or a new meter is

inserted, the following screen will appear:
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Barcode Action defines the testing action that occurs if a valid label is input.

Adding and Deleting a Barcode Definition

To add a new barcode definition set click the Add button located on the

right side of the screen.

To delete a barcode definition set, select the set and click the Delete but-

ton on the right side of the screen.

Exploring The Label Format

The image to the right shows an example

of a typical barcode.
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The Description column is where the data is saved on the Dataview

or how the data is processed.

If Lookup Code is selected the defined section of the label is used to

retrieve meter testing information. See Lookup Code and Test

Sequences for more details

If Manufacturer (Mfr) is selected the manufactures information

will be processed. See " Editing Manufacturer Codes" on

page 100 for more details.

Others descriptions are listed in the drop-down where they are loc-

ated on the Dataview. The image to the left shows a sample list of

Dataview items.
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Start this field indicates the position of the first character that is processed from the label.

The Length field displays how many characters are processed, beginning at the Start pos-

ition.

Located at the bottom of the Barcode Definitions Editor

screen is the total number of characters that will be pro-

cessed.

Processing An Example Barcode Label

Using the previous Barcode Label Definition the example label is processed below.

Lookup Code with Start = 1 and the Length = 2; result = AG which is used to retrieve

the settings associated with the code.
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Manufacturer (MFR) with Start = 3 and the Length = 1; result = A which is sent to the

Manufacturer Lookup Code.

Company Number (Company No) with Start = 4 and Length = 10; result =

0178824414 which is set in the Dataview in the Company No. field. See " Editing The

Meter Dataview Layout" on page 69 and " Validation Codes Editor" on page 95 for

details on creating the dataview.
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Editing The Import And Export Settings

Editing The Import And Export Settings

Collecting necessary data is one of the most important aspects of testing meters. The inform-

ation requirements vary significantly from one company to the next. Winboard 3 provides

tools to aid in gathering these essentials. The Import/Export settings feature has multiple

settings for getting data into and out of the system. Loading data into the system from other

sources, such as flash drives is possible. Another helpful function is the ability to export data

into other systems and in different files formats, which may be opened by other programs.

Getting Started:

To Open the Import/Export Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel. Then, from the Admin

screen, under the Data section select Edit Import/Export Settings.

The following screen will appear.
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Import/Export Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

To add a new Import/Export Definition

click the + Add toolbar button. This win-

dow shown at the right will open.

As prompted, in the User Input field

enter the name for the Import/Export

Definition. Then click OK or press the

Enter key on your keyboard.
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To delete an Import/Export Definition,

select the correct Import/Export Definition

Name from the drop-down list.

Next, click the X Delete toolbar button.

This window shown to the right will open.

Now click OK to delete or Cancel to abort

the operation.

To Save changes: Clicking the Save tool-

bar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: The Import and Export Data toolbar buttons allow you to import and

export data.

To Add A New Column To The Import/Export Definition
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First, select the correct Import/Export Definition Name from the drop-down list.

To add a new column, click the Add button on the right side of the screen.

To delete a column, select the correct column and then click the Delete

button on the right side of the screen.

The Import/Export Definition Fields

WECO Column from this drop-down list select the desired data. If spaces or blanks are

needed select Filler from the list.

Description is the definition of the Import/Export data.

Length indicates the number of characters to be imported or exported.

Data Format shows the organization of the data to be exported.

If the data format is blank it will left justify the data and pad with spaces.

00000 will fill the data with zeros and right justify the data. For example, if you were

to enter 123 as the data at export the data will be 00123.
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000.00 will place a decimal and zero fill if needed. For example, if you were to enter

12345 as the data at export the data will be 123.45.

RIGHT will right justify the data when it is exported.

Date and Time Formats include: y=year, m=month, d=day, h=hour, m=minutes and

s=seconds. Below are a few examples:

mm/dd/yy hh:mm:ss

mm-dd-yyyy hh:mm

yyyymmddhhmmss

mm/dd/yy

hh:mm:ss
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To Use The Import Settings Tab

Select the Import Settings Tab loc-

ated at top of the top of the Import/Ex-

port Settings Editor.

Select the Import/Export Definition

Name from the drop-down list. Defin-

itions can be imported and exported.

See " Editing The Lookup Code And

Form Default Settings" on page 14

for more information.

To Import The Filename Select the

Import Filename field. Click on the

browse button.
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Find the correct file and select it. Click

Open to set the file name. Click Cancel to

abort the operation.

Special Commands

The Pre-Import and Post-Import Com-

mand(s) can be used to run .EXE or .BAT files

before and/or after the import.

To search for the file to run, click the browse

button located on the right of the desired com-

mand.

Next, select the program to execute and then

click the Open button. Click the Cancel button

to abort the operation.
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To Use The Export Settings Tab

Select the Export Settings Tab loc-

ated at top of the top of the Import/Ex-

port Settings Editor.

Select the Import/Export Definition

Name from the drop-down list. Defin-

itions can be imported and exported.

See " Editing The Lookup Code And

Form Default Settings" on page 14

for more information.

To Export The Filename

Select the Export Filename, click on the

browse button.

Editing The Import And Export Settings
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Editing The Import And Export Settings

Find the correct file name. Click Open to

set the file name. Click Cancel to abort the

operation.

Delimit Char

If a character is needed between the expor-

ted data items, type the required character

in this field. The character will be inserted

between exported data items.

Append to Existing File: To create a new

file each time the data is exported leave the box unchecked. To append data to the file,

check the box as in the previous example.

Export to WATT-Net Basic: To save data to WATT-Net Basic check the box as in the pre-

vious example. Note: The export definitionmust match the data definition in WATT-Net

Basic to use this option.

Export at Winboard Save: To export the data when a test record is saved check the box

as in the previous example. If no export is needed leave the box unchecked.
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Special Commands

The Pre-Export and Post-Export Com-

mand(s) can be used to run .EXE or .BAT files

before and/or after the export.

Select the file to run by clicking the browse

button located on the right of the desired com-

mand.

Next, select the program to execute and then

click the Open button. Click the Cancel button

to abort the operation.

To Use The Export Scheduler Tab

Select the Export Scheduler Tab loc-

ated at top of the top of the Import/Ex-

port Settings Editor.
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Editing The Import And Export Settings

Select the Import/Export Definition

Name from the drop-down list. Defin-

itions can be imported and exported.

See " Editing The Lookup Code And

Form Default Settings" on page 14

and " Editing The Meter Test

Sequence" on page 21 for more

information.

The Export Settings must be defined before the data can be scheduled to export at various

times using the Export Scheduler.

Scheduler Settings

When checked, the box to the right of Enable Scheduled Export, allows the user to enable

a convenient time for data to be regularly exported.

To export data on an hourly schedule click the Hourly button and enter the number of

hours between exports. The example above illustrates an export of data every 12 hours.

To export data on a daily schedule click

the Daily button and enter the time of

the export. The example above shows

the export for data occurs at 6:57:37

AM.

To export data on a weekly schedule

click theWeekly button and enter the

time of the export. The example above

shows the export for data occurs every Monday at 6:57:37 AM.
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Editing The Standards Compare Sequences

Standards compare is used to verify the accuracy of the internal standard(s). It is recom-

mended to verify the internal standard(s) no less than once per year. If a standard is found

to be outside of the tolerance it will have to be removed and returned for repair, there are

no correction factors used in the calibration of the system.

To Open The Standards Compare Sequences Editor

Click the Admin button on the Menu Panel.

From the Admin screen, under the Standards Compare Section select Edit Standards Com-

pare Sequences.

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Standards Compare Sequence Editor

Editing The Standards Compare Sequences
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Editing The Standards Compare Sequences

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add: To add a new standards compare test sequence simply click the + Add toolbar button.

The window shown to the right will open.

Enter the name of the standards compare

sequence in the User Input field. Click OK

to save or Cancel to abort the operation.

Deleting a standards compare test

sequence: To delete a sequence, select

the desired test sequence from the drop-

down list. Next, click the X Delete toolbar

button. When prompted, click Yes to delete or No to cancel.

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: These toolbar buttons allow you to
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import and export individual standards compare sequences. See " Editing The Import

And Export Settings" on page 117 for more details.

To Edit The Steps In The Standards Compare Test Sequence

First select the Test Sequence you want to edit from the list provided.

The Step# is the order of testing the Standards Compare will run. The Step # is not editable.

To revise the order of the testing use the Step Editor Panel to add, delete,

or insert steps.

To append a new step to the end of the current test, click Add Step. The

new step will be added to the bottom of the list.

To insert a new Step, select a Step# to be copied, and click Insert Step. This step will be

inserted below the selected step. The example below shows Step# 2 after Insert Step was

clicked. Step# 3 is a duplicate of Step#2.

To remove a Step#, select the test step that needs deleting, and click the Delete Step but-

ton.

Editing The Standards Compare Sequences
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Editing The Standards Compare Sequences

To Set The Standards Compare Test Sequence Values
All the items can be updated except for the Step #.

Element: Use this drop-down menu to select the element that needs current applied. The

choices are:

S tests apply current in a Series to all elements of the meter.

A tests apply current to the A (left) element of the meter.

B tests apply current to the B (center) element of the meter.

C tests apply current to the C (right) element of the meter.

Test Time: The length of time to run each test step. It is recommended to run

a minimum of 10 seconds for each test step.

Test Voltage: The test voltage to be applied to the standard. Recommended

values are 120, 240, 277 and 480 volts. These values cover normal ANSI meter

testing values.

Test Current: The test current to be applied to the standard. Recommended

minimum values are 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.5, 3.0, 5.0, 10, 15, 30 and 50 amps.

These values cover normal ANSI meter testing values.
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Phase Angle: Set the phase angle to that is to be applied to the standard. A

zero and 60 degree phase shift should be tested. When testing any of the

Standard Modes with VARS the values should be 90 degrees and 30 degrees

for the Phase Angle values. The angle is always calculated in a lagging format.

To calculate leading power factor test subtract the desired phase angle from

360. Refer to examples on the following chart.

Phase Angle Desired Phase Angle Description

60 -60 60 degrees lagging

30 -30 30 degrees lagging

180 -180 180 degrees lagging or leading

300 +60 60 degrees leading

330 +30 30 degrees leading

Frequency: The voltage and current frequency in hertz that is applied to the standard.

Service: The type of service to be applied to the standard. If the

standard being testing is a single phase device, RM or RD-2X the ser-

vice type should always be 1 Phase. The service types are defined in

the system.
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Editing The Standards Compare Sequences

Standard Mode: This sets the internal standard to the energy mode

that is to be tested, the external standard may have to be manually

changed to set the correct mode. There are several Var modes and

the Var modes must match on both standards to achieve the correct

test results.

Energy Direction: Sets the direction of the current flow. When in received direction the cur-

rent phase angles are shifted 180 degrees from the values entered.

Upper Limit and Lower Limit: Sets the accuracy limits. If the test accuracy falls outside

the limits it will be marked in red. This is a visual flag to the operator and does not keep the

operator from saving the test results.

Harmonic Configuration and Harmonic Revision: Sets the voltage and current sine

wave format. The Default (Sine) wave should be used unless the operator is running special

test.
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Mass Changer: The items that are highlighted below can be modified by clicking on the

heading of the column. For example by clicking on the word Frequency, the user can change

all the values of the column. The user can also change a single setting by simply clicking on

a single row.

Single Item Changes: The user can click on a single row to change a single setting on any

of the highlighted items.
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Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout

Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout

Sustaining the accuracy of internal standards is a necessity for the daily activities of meter-

ing shops. Similar to the Meter Dataview Layout Editor, the Standards Compare Dataview

Layout Editor provides the user with the ability to choose the required data and the capability

to design how the information is presented with standard compare testing specifically in

mind.

Getting Started:

To Open the Custom Standards Compare Dataview Layout Editor

From the Home screen, click the Admin button on the Menu Panel.  From the Admin screen,

under the Standards Compare Section select Edit Standards Compare Dataview Layout.

The following screen will open:
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Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Standards Compare Dataview Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.

Add:To add a new layout simply click the + Add toolbar button. This followingwindow opens:

Enter the name of the standards compare

dataview layout. Then click Save or

press the Enter key on your keyboard.

Click Cancel to abort the operation.

Deleting a layout: To delete

a meter dataview layout,

select the correct layout from

the drop-down list. Next, click

the X Delete toolbar button.

When prompted, click OK to

delete or Cancel to abort the operation.

Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout
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Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: These toolbar buttons allow you to

import and export individual standards compare dataview layouts. See " Editing The

Import And Export Settings" on page 117 for more details.

The View F9 toolbar button allows the operator to toggle between the different editor

styles, the Grid Style Layout or the Design Style Layout.

Viewing The Grid Style And Design Style Layouts

The Dataview can be edited using the Grid Style Layout. This lists each item in a grid and the

user enters the information about each field. See the Grid Style Layout image below.

The Dataview can also be edited using the

Design Style Layout. This is layout allows the

users to move and resize fields using the

mouse. To get fields aligned you can switch

back to the Grid Style Layout.
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The Dataview maximum coordinates are X =

1700 and Y = 1000. The screen below gives an

idea of where different coordinates fall on the

Dataview. The line at X = 850 cuts the screen

in half vertically and the line at Y = 500 cuts

the screen in half horizontally. X

Dataview Coordinates
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Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout

The following can only be edited in the Grid Style Dataview Layout. These will be grayed out

and unavailable for revision in the Design Style Dataview Layout.

To Select The Layout In The Dataview Editor

Use the drop-down menu (to the right of Layout:) to select the desired Layout.

To Save The Current Standards Dataview Layout As A New Layout

Click the Save As button. This window will open:

Enter a new layout name. Then click Save or Cancel to abort the operation.

To set the Default Layout, select the desired layout from the drop-down menu, then check

the box to the left of Set as Active Layout.

Use the Filter By Control Type drop-down menu to view a specific Control Type.To Add Or

Delete A Control Item To A Layout In The Dataview Editor
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To add a new Control Type Item to the selected layout, click the Add but-

ton located on the right side of the screen.

To delete a new Control Type Item to the selected layout, click the Delete

button located on the right side of the screen.

Defining The Dataview Items

See Defining The Dataview Items in " Editing The Meter Dataview Layout" on

page 69.

Building An Example Layout In The Standards Compare Dataview Layout Editor

We will build the following layout example. After each item is added the grid style and

design style layout will be shown.

Dataview In The Design Style Layout Example Layout Shown In Standards Compare Testing  

Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout
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Editing The Standards Compare Dataview Layout

1. Add a layout to the dataview by clicking the +Add toolbar button located at the top of

the screen. We will name this layout Example Standards. Next, add a control item to

the dataview by clicking the Add button located on the right side of the screen. Every

internal standard has a serial number. This will be the first item added. The Label to

Use is set to SERIAL_NUMBER.

2. The MODEL_NO., the MFR, the LAST_CAL_DATE, and the NEXT_CAL_DATE are now

added to the dataview layout.
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The image on the left shows the Dataview in the Style Layout. The image on the right shows

the Custom Dataview Layout Standards Compare Testing Screen.
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Standards Compare Testing

Standards Compare Testing

Running a Standards Compare Test is much like running a meter test. This section outlines

the steps necessary for running standards compare test.

Getting Started:

Please Note: The Emulator will be used as the test unit in this section.

To Open Standards Compare Testing

From the home screen, click on the serial number of the unit that will be used to test the

meters. The following screen will appear.

Under the Testing Section select Stand-

ards Compare.

The following screen will appear.
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Exploring The Standards Compare Testing Toolbar Buttons

Back: This returns the user to the previous screen.

Cancel F2: This cancels the standards compare and removes both voltage and current from

the meter.

To cancel a standards compare, click the Cancel F2 toolbar button or press F2.

Start F3: This starts the standards compare using the test sequence.

To start a standards compare test sequence, click the Start F3 toolbar button or press F3.

Jog F4: This applies power to the standard using the selected test step in the meter test

sequence.

To jog or apply voltage and current to the standard without running a test, click the Jog F4

toolbar button or press F4.

Creep F5: This applies voltage using the selected step in the test sequence.

To creep or apply voltage only to the standard, click the Creep F5 toolbar button or press

F5.

Mode F6: This controls how the test functions progress. Click the Mode F6 toolbar drop-

down list to view the available modes. Pressing F6 will step through the three Mode choices:

Standards Compare Testing
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Standards Compare Testing

Continue runs the entire test sequence and stops after the last test step is

complete.

Pause runs the selected test step and then pauses. This allows the operator

to rerun the same test step or continue to the next step.

Loop runs the entire test sequence and then returns to the first test step to repeat the test

sequence again.

Skip F7: This skips the test step that is currently running.

Click the Skip F7 toolbar button or press F7. The system will abort the current test step,

move on to the next step in the test sequence, and continue testing the sequence.

View F9: Click the View F9 toolbar button or pressing F9 makes the data entry screen vis-

ible or hides the data entry screen if it is visible. There are four choices for the data entry

screen:

Display the Accuracy Results Panel Only hides the data

entry screen and fills the screen with the Accuracy Results.

Display the DataView Panel Only hides the Accuracy Res-

ults Panel and fills the screen using the date entry screen.

Display the DataView Vertically shows the data entry

screen on the right side and shares the screen with the Accur-

acy Results Panel. Placing the mouse pointer on the vertical

bar allows the user to expand or shrink the data entry portion

of the screen as needed. The settings are remembered the

next time the data entry is opened.
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Display the DataView Horizontally Shows the data entry

screen at the bottom and shares the screen with the Accuracy

Results Panel. Placing the mouse pointer on the horizontal bar

allow the user to expand or shrink the data entry portion of

the screen as needed. The settings are remembered the next

time the data entry is opened.

Save F10: This saves the standards compare accuracies and the associated data.

To Print A Screenshot, Save An Image, Or Print A Test Card

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff. Print a Test Card from the drop-down list,

select the desired Test Card. The Test Card will be sent to

the default system printer. For more information see "

Editing Test Cards" on page 157

Options: Various testing options can be modified. To open, click the Options toolbar but-

ton. The following screen will appear.
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Standards Compare Testing

Standards Compare Testing Options

Under the Results heading is the Accuracy decimal places: field which allows the user to

select the number of digits displayed to the right of the decimal point. The minimum value is

0 with maximum value being 3 digits.

Accuracy readings are typically displayed in percent registration. However, by checking the

box left of Display accuracy readings in percent error., the accuracy readings will dis-

play in percent error.

The Reference (Master) Standard: drop-down allows the operator to switch the master

standard from external to internal. When checking the accuracy of the standard(s) inside the

test unit select External as the master standard. If the external standard needs to be veri-

fied select Internal as the master standard. Setting the option to Internal, tests the

external standard in the same method as a normal meter test, the accuracy results are for

the external standard.
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Under the Testing heading is the checkbox Audio on during Jog, by checking this box, the

user will hear an audible signal each time a test pulse occurs during Jog.

The Audio on during testing checkbox, if selected, makes an audible signal each time a

test pulse occurs during the meter test check.

The Settle Time: [Number] milliseconds field is the amount of time in milliseconds

between test steps. This allows the meter under test and the testing hardware time to auto

range to the proper settings. Setting this value too low can cause inconsistent test results. A

minimum of 2 seconds (2000 milliseconds) is suggested.

Under the Miscellaneous heading is the Automatically add new EQP if EQP number

doesn’t exist checkbox. When standards compare data is saved, the equipment is then con-

firmed to be in the database. If this option is checked, the equipment will be automatically

added to the database if the equipment is not already in the database. If this option is

unchecked the user will be prompted to add the equipment to the database.

Nameplate Information

The nameplate contains the information

to setup the standards compare. The

only value that needs to be adjusted is

the Ke. The Ke value must match the Ke

value of the external standard.
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Standards Compare Testing

Test Sequence

To change the test sequence select from the Test Sequence drop-down. For more inform-

ation on test sequence settings see " Editing The Standards Compare Sequences" on

page 128.

Mass Changer

The items that are highlighted below can be modified by clicking on the heading of the

column. For example by clicking on the word Frequency, the user can change all the values

of the column. The user can also change a single setting by simply clicking on a single row.
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Clearing Accuracies

Should the accuracies need clearing, the user will

click on the Accuracy column heading and then

answer Yes to the prompt to clear the test results.

Voltage, Current, and Phase Angle Information

The applied voltage current and phase angle information is located at the bottom of the

screen.

Va Vb Vc

Va is the A phase or left element voltage that is applied to the standard.

Vb is the B phase or center element voltage that is applied to the standard.

Vc is the C phase or right element voltage that is applied to the standard.

Ia Ib Ic

Ia is the A phase or left element current that is applied to the meter.

Ib is the B phase or center element current that is applied to the meter.

Ic is the C phase or right element current that is applied to the meter.

IPa IPb IPc
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Standards Compare Testing

IPa is the phase angle between Va and A phase or left element current.

IPb is the phase angle between Va and B phase or center element current.

IPc is the phase angle between Va and C phase or right element current.

Vpab VPac

VPab is the phase angle between Va and B phase or center element voltage.

VPac is the phase angle between Va and C phase or right element voltage.

Phase Angle is the phase angle in degrees between the A phase voltage and the voltage or

current applied to the meter. The angle is always calculated in a lagging format. To calculate

leading power factor test subtract the desired phase angle from 360.

Phase Angle Desired Phase Angle Description

60 -60 60 degrees lagging

30 -30 30 degrees lagging

180 -180 180 degrees lagging or leading

300 +60 60 degrees leading

330 +30 30 degrees leading

Freq is the voltage and current frequency in hertz that is applied to the standard.

Watts is the amount of power being applied to the standard.

Pulses shows the number of pulses are left to complete during the standards compare test.
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How To Run A Standards Compare Test

1. Set the Nameplate Information.

2. With the standards compare adapter is inserted into the socket click Jog F4 to

verify the connections.

3. Now with the standard in Jog, click Start F3 to start the standards compare

test. The pulse (time) count is located at the bottom of the screen. When the

count reaches the Test Time (Seconds) the test step is complete. Accuracy will

be updated with the results of the test step. If the Mode F6 is set to Continue

the system will advance to the next test step in the sequence. When the last

test step is complete the testboard will remove the voltage and current. To

abort the current test sequence click Cancel F2 to remove the voltage and cur-

rent.

4. Next, click the View F9 button and enter the required data. Once the data

entry is complete save the standards compare test history.

5. Now, click the Save F10 button to save the data to the database and clear the

test results.
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View Standards Compare Report

View Standards Compare Report

Getting Started:

Please Note: The Emulator will be used as the test unit in this section.

To Open Standards Compare Testing Results

Click on the Reports menu panel button.

The following screen will appear.

Under the Actions Section select View Standards Compare Report.

Selecting The Data

Click the Retrieve button.
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Choose the data then click the OK button.

See below for a sample of the Standards Compare Report.
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View Standards Compare Report

Report Viewer

Toolbar

The Report Viewer control includes a toolbar that provides navigation, search, export, and

print functionality so that users can work with reports.

Navigating a Report

The Report Viewer toolbar includes a variety of page navigation functions. The user can

select a specific page or navigate directly to the first or last page. Pages are determined by

pages breaks that are explicitly defined in the report definition. Page breaks can also be cal-

culated automatically, depending on the report output format you are using.

Stopping and Refreshing a Report

The user can click the Stop button in the Report Viewer toolbar to cancel report rendering.

The user can use the Refresh button to trigger report rendering. The report is loaded with the

most recent data.

Printing a Report

Clicking the Print icon on the report toolbar opens the common Print dialog box, initialized

with the printers configured on the client computer.
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Previewing a Report

When you click Print Layout, the Report Viewer toolbar is updated to show just the com-

mands that you can use during preview. Print Layout is a toggle command. You can switch

between print layout mode and interactive mode by clicking this button.

Setting Page Sizes

When you click Page Size, you can specify page dimensions that are used only for print out-

put. The page dimensions are initialized with values from the report definition, but you can

override the values

Zooming the Report Page

The Report Viewer toolbar provides standard zoom functionality so that you can enlarge or

shrink the report.

Exporting A Report

The Report Viewer toolbar provides export formats so that the user can save a report in a

supported format. A local report can be exported to an Excel, PDF, or Word file.

Searching a Report

The Report Viewer toolbar includes a search field so that you can find specific text within a

report. Search for content in the report by typing a word or phrase that you want to find. The

search is case-insensitive and begins at the page that is currently displayed. Wildcards and

Boolean search operators are not supported. Only visible content is included in a search oper-

ation. To search for subsequent occurrences of the same value, click Next.
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Editing Test Cards

Editing Test Cards

Test cards are a way to create custom printouts of tests. They provide a method of creating

customer complaint printouts that can be given to a customer or other special printouts. Test

cards can be printed from the Meter Test and Standards Compare Test screen using the Print

button.

To Open The Test Card Editor

Click the Admin button on the Menu Panel.

From the Admin screen, under the Data Section select Edit Test Cards.

Using The Toolbar Buttons In The Test Card Editor

Back: To return to the Admin Screen click the Back button.
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Adding a test card: To add a new test card

click the + Add toolbar button. The window

shown to the right will open. Enter the name

of the Test Card in the User Input field. Then

click OK or press the Enter key on your key-

board. Click Cancel to abort the operation.

Deleting a test card: To delete a test

card, select the correct Test Card Lay-

out from the drop-down list. Next, click

the X Delete toolbar button. When prompted, click Yes to delete or No to cancel the oper-

ation.

Retrieve: To retrieve all the latest test card layouts from the database, click theRetrieve toolbar

button.

Save changes: Clicking the Save toolbar button will save any revisions made.

To Print A Screenshot Or Save An Image:

Print the screen to the default printer by selecting Print

Screenshot from the drop-down menu. You can save an

image of the screen by selecting Print Screen to Image.

Images can be saved in these formats: .png, .jpg, .gif,

.bmp, .tiff.

Import and Export: The Import and Export Data tool-

bar buttons allow you to import and export individual Test Cards. See " Editing The

Import And Export Settings" on page 117 for more details.
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Editing Test Cards

To Save The Current Test Card As

A New Test Card

Click the Save As button. The window

shown to the right will open. Enter the

new test card name in the User Input

field. Then click OK or press the Enter

key on your keyboard. Click Cancel to

abort the operation.

Test Card Information Options

The Test Card Editor allows the user to select specific

items to be placed on the test card. These options are lis-

ted to the right and described below.

Faceplate shows the meter information entered at the

time of the test. Faceplate information can be customized

for use in test cards. See " Editing The Meter

Dataview Layout" on page 69 for more details.

Test Results shows the test accuracy results information using the test results display from

the test screen.

If WATT-Net Plus is being used, Comments shows the comments entered by the operator at

test time.
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If WATT-Net Plus is being used, Readings shows the meter readings entered by the oper-

ator at test time.

Label is simple text which can be added to use for general information.

Legacy Test Results show the test results in the Winboard 2 layout.

How To Set Up A Test Card

Below are the steps necessary to build a basic sample test card.

After adding a new test card. Select the cor-

rect test card from the Test Card Layout

drop-down.

Now to add the Faceplate, drag and drop

the word Faceplate from the options list to

the open area of the test card.
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Editing Test Cards

To move the Faceplate, position the mouse

over an edge of the Faceplate until the

cursor becomes 4 arrows. Click and hold the

left mouse button while moving the Face-

plate object to the desired location.

To resize the Faceplate position the mouse

over the bottom right corner of the Faceplate

until the cursor becomes 2 arrows. Click and

hold the left mouse button to resize the Face-

plate object to the desired size.

To add Legacy Test Results use the mouse

drag and drop the word Legacy Test Results

on to the open area of the testcard.
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To move the test results, position the mouse

over an edge of the Legacy Test Results until

the cursor becomes 4 arrows. Click and hold

the left mouse button to move the Test Res-

ults object to the desired position.

To resize, position the mouse over the bot-

tom right corner of the Legacy Test Results until the cursor becomes 2 arrows. Click and hold

the left mouse button and resize the Legacy Test Results to the desired size.

To add a Label, use the mouse to drag and

drop the word Label on to the open area of

the testcard.
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Editing Test Cards

To move the Label, position the mouse over

an edge of the Label until the cursor

becomes 4 arrows. Click and hold the left

mouse button to move the Label to the

desired position.

To edit the Label text, position the mouse over the Label

and right-click the mouse. Next, select Edit Text from the

menu.

Enter the new text in the User Input field and click the OK

button.
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Position the mouse over the Label and click the right mouse

button. Next select Properties from the menu.

Select the desired Font, Font style and Size from the lists

then click the OK button.

Now add a Label using the steps described

above to create a label for Meter Inform-

ation. Be sure to click the Save button on the

menu when you have finished.

To Print A Test Card

Run a meter test and enter the meter information as described in the Meter Testing sec-

tion of the help system. After the test is complete click on the print button and select the

Test Card design from the list. The Test Card will be sent to the default system printer.

Editing Test Cards
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Glossary

Please note: unless otherwise indicated (**WECO) these are the electrical
industry standard terms.

**WECO - These terms relate
directly to WECO applications:
Winboard, Winboard Embed-
ded, WATT-Net, or WATT-Net
Plus.

A

Accuracy
The extent to which a given measurement

agrees with the defined value.

Ampere-Hour
The average quantity of electric current flow-

ing in a circuit for one hour.

Amps
**WECO - The desired test amps - usually set

to what is listed on the faceplate of the meter.

AMR Type
**WECO - Informs Winboard if special com-

mands or conditions need to be turned on

due to a certain AMR Type present in the

meter.

Artificial Load
See Phantom Load.

As Found
**WECO - The meter accuracy calculated dur-

ing the first time a test step was run on the

meter.

As Left
**WECO - The meter accuracy calculated dur-

ing the last time a test step was run on the

meter.

Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)
The reading of meters from a location remote

from where the meter is installed. Telephone,



radio, and electric power lines are used to

communicate meter readings to remote loc-

ations.

B

Balanced Load
The term balanced load is used to indicate

equal currents in all phases and relatively

equal voltages between phases and

between each phase and neutral (if one

exists), with approximately equal watts in

each phase of the load.

Blondel's Theorem
In a system of N conductors, N-l meter ele-

ments, properly connected, will measure the

power or energy taken. The connection must

be such that all voltage coils have a common

tie to the conductor in which there is no cur-

rent coil.

Bottom-Connected Meter
A meter having a bottom connection terminal

assembly. Also referred to as an A-base elec-

tricity meter.

Build Meter Forms
**WECO - This setup option allows the oper-

ator to create custom forms utilizing the vari-

ous parameters of meters.

Burden
The load, usually expressed in voltamperes

at a specified power factor, placed on instru-

ment transformer secondaries by the asso-

ciated meter coils, leads, and other

connected devices.

Button Panel
**WECO - Command buttons on the side of a

window in a PC application that allow users

to control functions in the program.

C

Calibration
Comparison of the indication of the instru-

ment under test, or registration of meter

under test, with an appropriate standard.

Cancel
**WECO - A test is stopped either manually

or automatically by the testboard. In either

case the testboard stops generating voltage

and current.

Class Designation
The maximum of the watthour meter load

range in amperes.
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Clockwise Rotation
Motion in the same direction as that of the

hands of a clock, front view.

Constant
A quantity used in an equation, the value of

which remains the same regardless of the

values of other quantities used in the equa-

tion.

Constant - KYZ Output (Ke)
Pulse constant for the KYZ outputs of a solid-

state meter, programmable in unit-hours per

pulse.

Constant - Watthour
(a) For an electromechanical meter (Kh): The

number of watthours represented by one

revolution of the disk, determined by the

design of the meter and not normally

changed. Also called Disk Constant. (b) For

a solid-state meter (Kh or Kt): The number of

watthours represented by one increment

(pulse period) of serial data. Example: Kh or

Kt = 1.8 watthours/pulse.

Constant Kilowatthour of a Meter (Register

Constant Dial Constant)
The multiplier applied to the register reading

to obtain kilowatthours.

Creep
For mechanical meters, a continuous motion

of the rotor of a meter with normal operating

voltage applied and the load terminals open-

circuited. For electronic meters, a continuous

accumulation of data in a consumption

register when no power is being consumed.

Custom Test
**WECO - A meter test using any percentage

of test volts, test amps, and phase angle

desired.

Cycle
One complete set of positive and negative

values of an alternating current or voltage.

These values repeat themselves at regular

intervals (See Hertz).

D

Dead-Front
Equipment which, under normal operating

conditions, has no live parts exposed, is

called dead-front.

Demand
The average value of power or related quant-

ity over a specified interval of time. Demand

is expressed in kilowatts, kilovoltamperes,
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kiloVARs, or other suitable units. An interval

may be 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, or 60 minutes.

Demand - Continuous Cumulative
The sum of the previous billing period max-

imum demands and the present period max-

imum demand.

Demand - Cumulative
The sum of the previous billing period max-

imum demand readings. At the time of billing

period reset, the maximum demand for the

most recent billing period is added to the pre-

viously accumulated total of all maximum

demands.

Demand - Maximum
The highest demand measured over a selec-

ted period of time such as one month. Also

called Peak Demand.

Demand - Rolling Interval
A method of measuring power or other quant-

ity by taking measurements within fixed inter-

vals of the demand period. This method can

be used to determine total demand, average

demand, maximum demand, and average

maximum demand during the full interval.

Demand - Sliding Window
See Demand, Rolling Interval.

Demand - Threshold Alert
An output to indicate that a programmed

value of demand has been exceeded.

Demand Constant (Pulse Receiver)
The value of the measured quantity for each

received pulse, divided by the demand inter-

val, expressed in kilowatts per pulse, kilo-

VARs per pulse, or other suitable units. The

demand interval must be expressed in parts

of an hour such as 1/4 for a 15 minute inter-

val or 1/12 for a 5 minute interval.

Demand Delay
The programmable amount of time before

demand calculations are restarted after a

power outage. Also called Cold Load Pickup

and Demand Forgiveness.

Demand Deviation
The difference between the indicated or

recorded demand and the true demand,

expressed as a percentage of the fullscale

value of the demand meter or demand

register.

Demand Factor
The ratio of the maximum demand to the con-

nected load.
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Demand Interval (Block-Interval Demand

Meter)
The specified interval of time on which a

demand measurement is based. Intervals

such as 10, 15, or 60 minutes are commonly

specified.

Demand Interval Synchronization
Physical linking of meters to synchronize the

demand intervals of all meters. Also called

Demand Timing Pulse.

Demand Meter
A metering device that indicates or records

the demand, maximum demand, or both.

Since demand involves both an electrical

factor and a time factor, mechanisms

responsive to each of these factors are

required as well as an indicating or record-

ing mechanism. These mechanisms may be

separate or structurally combined with one

another.

Demand Meter (Indicating)
A demand meter equipped with a readout

that indicates demand, maximum demand,

or both.

Demand Meter Integrating (Block-Interval)
A meter that integrates power or a related

quantity over a fixed time interval and

indicates or records the average.

Demand Register
A mechanism for use with an integrating elec-

tricity meter that indicates maximum demand

and also registers energy (or other integ-

rated quantity).

Demand-Interval Deviation
The difference between the measured

demand interval and the specified demand

interval, expressed as a percentage of the

specified demand interval.

Desired Accuracy
**WECO - Used for loss compensation test-

ing. If the meter is programmed to 2% com-

pensation, then the desired accuracy should

be set to 102.00. Normal desired accuracy is

100%

Detent
A device installed in a meter to prevent

reverse rotation (or meter registration).

Disconnect Relay
A relay, internal to the meter, used to inter-

rupt the flow of electricity.
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Disk Position Indicator or “Caterpillar”
An indicator on the display of a solidstate

register that simulates rotation of a disk at a

rate proportional to power.

E

Electrical Degree
The 360th part of one complete alternating

current cycle.

Element (1)
A combination of a voltage-sensing unit and

a current-sensing unit which provides an out-

put proportional to the quantities measured.

Element (2)
**WECO - Meter elements (A, B, C).

Energy
The integral of active power with respect to

time.

Energy Mode
**WECO - The type of energy to be meas-

ured during a test (WATT Hrs, Var Hrs, Q

Hrs, etc).

F

Firmware
Computer programs used by embedded sys-

tems and typically stored in read-only memor-

ies. See Memory.

Form No.
**WECO - A number representing a type of

meter form.

Frequency
**WECO - The line frequency to be used dur-

ing a test (usually 50hz or 60hz).

Full Load Test
**WECO - A meter test using one hundred

percent of the test amps listed on the face-

plate of the meter.

G

Gear Ratio
The number of revolutions of the rotating ele-

ment of a meter compared to one revolution

of the first dial pointer.

Ground
A conducting connection, whether inten-

tional or accidental, between an electric cir-

cuit or equipment and earth.
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H

Hertz (Cycles per Second)
The practical unit of frequency of an altern-

ating current or voltage. It is the number of

cycles, sets of positive and negative values,

occurring in one second.

J

Jog
**WECO - Voltage and current applied to the

meter, but no test is performed.

K

Kh
**WECO - A factor representing the amount

of watthours of electricity accumulated per

one disk revolution or meter pulse (i.e. 1, 1.8,

7.2, 14.4, 28.8)

Kilo
A prefix meaning one thousand of a spe-

cified unit (kilovolt, kilowatt). 1000 watts = 1

kilowatt.

KVA
The common abbreviation for kilovoltampere

(equal to 1000 voltamperes).

KYZ Output
A three-wire pulse output from a metering

device to drive external control or recording

equipment. Each pulse or transition rep-

resents a predetermined increment of

energy or other quantity. Average power can

be determined with a known pulse count

over a specified period and a given energy

pulse value.

L

Lagging Current
An alternating current which, in each half-

cycle, reaches its maximum value a fraction

of a cycle later than the maximum value of

the voltage which produces it.

Leading Current
An alternating current which, in each half-

cycle, reaches its maximum value a fraction

of a cycle sooner than the maximum value of

the voltage which produces it.

Light Load Test
**WECO - A meter test using ten percent of

the test amps listed on the faceplate of the

meter.
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Load Compensation
That portion of the design of a watthour

meter which provides good performance and

accuracy over a wide range of loads. In mod-

ern, self-contained meters, this load range

extends from load currents under 10% of the

rated meter test amperes to 667% of the test

amperes for class 200 meters.

Load Control
A procedure for turning off portions of cus-

tomers’ loads based on predetermined time

schedules, system demand thresholds, or

other circumstances.

Loss Compensation
A means for correcting the reading of a

meter when the metering point and point of

service are physically separated resulting in

measurable losses, including I2R losses in

conductors and transformers, and iron-core

losses. These losses may be added to, or

subtracted from, the meter registration.

Lower Limit
**WECO - The lower limit of a test accuracy

before it is flagged as "out of limits".

M

Mega
A prefix meaning one million of a specified

unit (megawatt, megohm). 1 megohm =

1,000,000 ohms.

Menu Link
**WECO - An underlined label which can be

selected to access different options in the

application. The mouse cursor will change to

a hand icon when hovered over a menu link.

Meter Code
**WECO - A code defining a type of meter.

Micro
A prefix meaning one millionth part of a spe-

cified unit (microfarad, microhm). 1 microhm

= 0.000001 ohm.

Milli
A prefix meaning one thousandth part of a

specified unit (milliampere, millihenry, mil-

livolt). 1 millivolt = 0.001 volt.

Mode
**WECO - The test mode can change

between Normal, Pause, and Loop. Normal

mode will run the complete test sequence

one time and then de-energize the meter.
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Pause mode will pause between each test

step, but leave the meter energized. Loop

mode will run the complete test sequence for

ever until the user manually cancels or the

testboard automatically cancels the test.

O

Optical Port
A communications interface on metering

products which allows the transfer of inform-

ation, while providing electrical isolation and

metering security.The communications

medium is typically infrared light transmitted

and received through the meter cover.

Optical Probe
An interface device which mates with the

optical port of the meter, to read data or to

program the meter.

Optics
**WECO - The method to detect a meter

pulse or disk revolution.

P

Peak Load
The maximum demand on an electric system

during any particular period. Units may be

kilowatts or megawatts.

Percent Error
The percent error of a meter is the difference

between its percent registration and one hun-

dred percent.

Percent Registration
The percent registration of a meter is the

ratio of the actual registration of the meter to

the true value of the quantity measured in a

given time, expressed as a percent. Also

referred to as the accuracy of the meter.

Phantom Load
A device which supplies the various load cur-

rents for meter testing, used in portable form

for field testing. The power source is usually

the service voltage which is transformed to a

low value. The load currents are obtained by

suitable resistors switched in series with the

isolated low voltage secondary and output

terminals. The same principle is used in

most meter test boards.

Phase Angle (1)
The phase angle or phase difference

between a sinusoidal voltage and a sinus-

oidal current is defined as the number of

electrical degrees between the beginning of
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the cycle of voltage and the beginning of the

cycle of current.

Phase Angle (2)
**WECO - The desired current phase angle

during a test (usually only set during a

Power Factor Test). The Phase Angle is the

angle between the voltage and current vec-

tors when viewing a vector diagram.

Phase Sequence
The order in which the instantaneous values

of the voltages or currents of a polyphase

system reach their maximum positive values.

Phasor (Vector)
A quantity which has magnitude, direction,

and time relationship. Phasors are used to

represent sinusoidal voltages and currents

by plotting on rectangular coordinates. If the

phasors were allowed to rotate about the ori-

gin, and a plot made of ordinates against

rotation time, the instantaneous sinusoidal

wave form would be represented by the

phasor.

Phasor Diagram
A phasor diagram contains two or more phas-

ors drawn to scale showing the relative mag-

nitude and phase or time relationships

among the various voltages and currents.

Power - Active
The time average of the instantaneous

power over one period of the wave. For

sinusoidal quantities in a two-wire circuit, it is

the product of the voltage, the current, and

the cosine of the phase angle between them.

For nonsinusoidal quantities, it is the sum of

all the harmonic components, each determ-

ined as above. In a polyphase circuit it is the

sum of the active powers of the individual

phases.

Power - Apparent
The product of the root-mean-square current

and root-meansquare voltage for any wave-

form. For sinusoidal quantities, apparent

power is the square root of the sum of the

squares of the active and reactive powers.

Power - Reactive
For sinusoidal quantities in a two-wire circuit,

reactive power is the product of the voltage,

the current, and the sine of the phase angle

between them with the current taken as ref-

erence. With nonsinusoidal quantities, it is

the sum of all the harmonic components,

each determined as above. In a polyphase

circuit, it is the sum of the reactive powers of

the individual phases.
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Power Factor
The ratio of the active power to the apparent

power.

Power Factor Test
**WECO - A meter test using one hundred

percent of the test amps listed on the face-

plate of the meter, but also has a sixty

degree phase angle.

Power Line Carrier
A type of communication where data may be

transmitted through existing electrical power

lines.

Power Line Carrier Test
**WECO - The WECO 4XXX series test-

boards have a built-in power line carrier

socket that is directly connected to the meter

socket. This socket allows a meter with an

integrated Power Line Carrier Module to

have the meter accuracy tested and the

Power Line Carrier Communications tested

at the same test station.

Pulse
**WECO - The fluctuation output of an elec-

tronic meter.

Pulse Device (for Electricity Metering)
The functional unit for initiating, transmitting,

re-transmitting, or receiving electric pulses,

representing finite quantities, such as

energy, normally transmitted from some form

of electricity meter to a receiver unit.

Pulse Initiator
Any device, mechanical or electrical, used

with a meter to initiate pulses, the number of

which are proportional to the quantity being

measured. It may include an external amp-

lifier or auxiliary relay or both.

Q

Q-Hour Meter
An electricity meter that measures the quant-

ity obtained by lagging the applied voltage to

a watthour meter by 60 degrees, or for elec-

tronic meters by delaying the digitized

voltage samples by a time equivalent to 60

electrical degrees.

R

Register Constant
The number by which the register reading is

multiplied to obtain kilowatthours. The

register constant on a particular meter is
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directly proportional to the register ratio, so

any change in ratio will change the register

constant.

Register Ratio
The number of revolutions of the gear mesh-

ing with the worm or pinion on the rotating

element for one revolution of the first dial

pointer.

Registration
The registration of the meter is equal to the

product of the register reading and the

register constant. The registration during a

given period of time is equal to the product of

the register constant and the difference

between the register readings at the begin-

ning and the end of the period.

Relay Test
A procedure used to verify the open and

closed states of the disconnect relay in a

meter.

Relays
are switches that open and close circuits

electromechanically or electronically. Relays

control one electrical circuit by opening and

closing contacts in another circuit.

Reverse Power
**WECO - Used when testing a bi-directional

meter (delivered & received power).

Revolutions or Rev
**WECO - The meter disk rotations.

S

Save
**WECO - Allows test results or changes to

be stored.

Service Type
**WECO - Simulated electrical distribution

types (1-Phase, 3-Phase Wye & Delta ser-

vices) during a meter test.

Skip
**WECO - A test step can be passed over

either at run time or selected to be skipped

before starting a test.

Socket (or Trough)
The mounting device consisting of jaws, con-

nectors, and enclosure for socket-type

meters. A mounting device may be a single

socket or a trough. The socket may have a

cast or drawn enclosure, the trough an

assembled enclosure which may be extens-
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ible to accommodate more than one mount-

ing unit.

Standard - Basic Reference
Those standards with which the value of elec-

trical units are maintained in the laboratory,

and which serve as the starting point of the

chain of sequential measurements carried

out in the laboratory.

Start
**WECO - By pressing the Start toolbar but-

ton or double clicking on a test sequence or

test step the testing will begin.

Switchboard-Mount Meter
A meter mounted in a drawn-out case where

the meter may be removed as a functional

module, with provisions to properly shunt cur-

rent paths before meter disconnection, leav-

ing behind the outer case to which service

connections are permanently made.

T

Test Sequence
**WECO - The set of test steps used to test a

meter (or other device). Each test step has a

test type.

Test Step
**WECO - A test type with defined para-

meters that is to be run on a meter (or other

device).

Test Type
**WECO - A specific test to run (i.e. Full

Load, Light Load, Power Factor, Demand,

Jog, Creep).

Testboard
**WECO - WECO test equipment (i.e. models

2150, 2350, 4150, 4330).

Testing - Statistical Sample
A testing method which conforms to accep-

ted principles of statistical sampling based

on either the variables or attributes method.

The following expressions are associated

with statistical sample testing: (a) Method of

Attributes—A statistical sample testing

method in which only the percent of meters

tested found outside certain accuracy limits

is used for determining the quality or accur-

acy of the entire group of meters; (b) Method

of Variables—A statistical sample testing

method in which the accuracy of each meter

tested is used in the total results for determ-

ining the quality or accuracy of the entire

group of meters; (c) Bar X—A mathematical

term used to indicate the average accuracy
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of a group of meters tested; (d) Sigma—A

mathematical term used to indicate the dis-

persion of the test results about the average

accuracy (Bar X) of a group of meters tested.

Time-of-Use Metering
A metering method which records demand

during selected periods of time so con-

sumption during different time periods can

be billed at different rates.

Toolbar
**WECO - Command buttons at the top of a

window in a PC application that allow users

to control functions in the program.

Transducer
A device to receive energy from one system

and supply energy, of either the same or a

different kind, to another system, in such a

manner that the desired characteristics of the

energy input appear at the output.

Transformer
An electric device without moving parts

which transfers energy from one circuit to

one or more other circuits by means of elec-

tromagnetic fields. The name implies, unless

otherwise described, that there is complete

electrical isolation among all windings of a

transformer, as contrasted to an auto-

transformer.

Turbo Test
**WECO - A special test mode allowing test

steps to be completed in a fraction of the nor-

mal test time.

U

Upper Limit
**WECO - The upper limit of a test accuracy

before it is flagged as "out of limits".

V

VAR
The term commonly used for voltampere

reactive.

VARhour Meter
An electricity meter that measures and

registers the integral, with respect to time, of

the reactive power of the circuit in which it is

connected. The unit in which this integral is

measured is usually the kiloVARhour.

View
**WECO - Toggles the faceplate view on or

off.
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Volt
The practical unit of electromotive force or

potential difference. One volt will cause one

ampere to flow when impressed across a

one ohm resistor.

Voltampere
Voltamperes are the product of volts and the

total current which flows because of the

voltage. See Power, Apparent.

Volts
**WECO - The desired test volts - usually set

to what is listed on the faceplate of the meter.

See Volt.

W

Watt
The practical unit of active power which is

defined as the rate at which energy is

delivered to a circuit. It is the power expen-

ded when a current of one ampere flows

through a resistance of one ohm.

Watthour
The practical unit of electric energy which is

expended in one hour when the average

power during the hour is one watt.

Watthour Meter Portable Standard
(Rotating Standard) - A special watthour

meter used as the reference for tests of other

meters. The standard has multiple current

and voltage coils or electronic equivalents,

so a single unit may be used in the field or in

the shop for tests of any normally rated

meter. The portable standard watthour meter

is designed and constructed to provide bet-

ter accuracy and stability than would nor-

mally be required in customer meters. The

rotating standard has an electromechanical

dial rotating at a specified watthour per

revolution; the solid-state standard has a

digital display of 1 watthour per revolution,

or, essentially, a measured watthour.

WATT-Net
**WECO - PC application used to view and

maintain test result information.

Winboard
**WECO - PC application used to control test-

boards.
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